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and certainly, we shall test 
you with something of fear, 
hunger, and loss of wealth, 

lives and fruits;
but give glad tidings to 

As-Sabirin (the patient ones)
q u r a n  2 : 1 5 5
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Principal'Saddress
It gives me great pleasure as the Principal of Ilma International Girls’ School to pen a few words 
for the Inaugural E-Magazine initiated by the Media & Communication Society and the English 
Society.
This academic year has definitely been a very testing one during which the entire educational 
industry had to transform itself from the traditional school to being virtually accessible in order 
to stay on top of this global pandemic. 
It gives me a sense of satisfaction to learn that the staff of Ilma have ensured that the students 
have been kept up to date and busy with learning and exploring new avenues through the new 
medium in which they have much more possibilities than in the past.
The enthusiasm of the students and the excellent guidance provided by the teachers have 
resulted in giving our students the confidence they needed to think outside the box, dream big, 
and help realize those dreams.
The E-Magazine introduced by the Media and Communication Society and the English Society of 
the academic year 2020/2021 is a great example for this.   
The magazine is a great opportunity for the students to showcase their hidden talents. The 
society has worked tirelessly to compile this magazine that has something in it for everyone. 
They have ensured that timely topics have been included to help the readers understand the 
psychological issues faced by many due to the global pandemic situation.
I take this opportunity to congratulate the Media and Communication Society and the English 
Society for the excellent job done and thank all the students and teachers involved in making this 
dream a reality.

Ms. F. Amina Zuhair
Principal
Ilma International Girls’ School
Colombo 05
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editor'Sletter
When first brainstorming over what concept our magazine was going to follow, all of 
our thoughts automatically spiralled into a whirlwind of ideas. But, there was one thing
 that seemed clear to us; we had to focus on the unconventionalities that this year brought forth, 
and the new norm that we were forced to embrace. “Rewind & Reflect”, we said…but it didn’t 
feel right. 

We realised that towards the end of the year, all of us seemed to only focus on everything we 
lost or gained over the course of the last few months. A vast majority of us learned a lot about 
ourselves and the world this year, and welcomed a lot of positives such as building new skills 
to rediscovering old passions. However, there are others that might have not been as lucky; the 
tribulations brought by the pandemic weren’t sparse, and cannot simply be overlooked. While 
some of us danced in the year’s flames and learned to survive, others may have fallen to defeat, 
be it miniscule or great. For this reason, as much as we had to accept the past, looking forward to 
the future and staying hopeful in the present was just as important. That’s when “Rewind, Reflect 
and Reset” was coined, with the connotations of hope and moving on blazing strong. The Media 
and Communication Society, with the invaluable assistance of the English Society, established 
the foundation upon which we then constructed the rest of the magazine. 

In this issue, we’ve made an effort to include components that we would all be grateful for after 
the wild ride this year took us on. We hope the witty features encapsulating our experiences 
take you back to life in quarantine. But hold on, it’s not a one-way ticket; we’ve got the self-help 
section to help you prep for the future and adapt to the new norm. We also wanted to focus on 
“Resetting”. The universe threw us a curveball this year and we want to believe we hit a home run 
rather than striking out. 2020 could use some positivity, and we can all vouch for that. So do keep 
an eye out for the glimpses of positivity scattered across the pages of the magazine, along with 
other reminders and anecdotes of self-reflection. 

Our vision for this magazine was to bring comfort and relief for our audience and perhaps 
enrapture you all along the way. If, by the end of the magazine, we succeed in evoking nostalgia 
and cultivating hope for the future, we’d say that we’ve accomplished what we set out to do.  
Happy reading! 

- Liyaanah Rauff  & Asra Najath 
  (Editors - Design and Vision) 
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EditorialWe all had high hopes for this academic 
year, our batch (AS Level 2020/2021) 
in particular. We’ve always been an ambitious 
bunch, and this year was to be the year that we could finally express our passion and intent in 
dazzling colours, as it was our time to be at the forefront of the events our school had to offer. 

When we realised all these events probably wouldn’t come into fruition, we decided to direct our 
energy and potential elsewhere. The pandemic took away activities that we would’ve experienced 
in full glory this year, but surely there had to be something we could do in our situation. Something 
that might not have necessarily been put into action if we weren’t confined to our homes.  

The e-magazine seemed like the perfect outlet for this; we were a set of students with a lot to 
say and the magazine would be a blank canvas for us to paint on. It was such an ideal channel for 
us to project all our pent-up ambition. Two societies decided they wanted in, and that’s how our 
collaboration came about; the Media & Communication Society took on the English Society as the 
official Editing Committee of the e-magazine and we banded together to generate our ideas.  
 
As a batch brimming with aspirations, our gears were turning at the very thought of being able 
to create a magazine, long before the idea was even approved of. As soon as we were given the 
green flag, we were all swept up in the whirlwind of delegating, designing, solidifying concepts 
and turning ideas into reality. We are eternally grateful to school for allowing us to venture into 
the depths of creating an e-magazine, and we are honoured to be part of the maiden committee 
introducing this to the school.  
 
Our goal isn’t to stop with one; we’ve already created an issue for the end of the calendar year. The 
vision is to round off the academic year with a concluding issue of the magazine, dedicated to the 
year that we persevered through, and perhaps a goodbye to the girls who mourn this year as their 
last in Ilma’s halls. 
 
We’d like to extend a special thank you to our teachers-in-charge; all societies, Miss Saranya 
Ariharan; the Media and Communication Society, Miss Shiara Usuf ; and the English Society, Miss 
Mona Zaneefer and Miss Ashifa Ali. We thank you endlessly for dealing with our frenzied ideas and 
inquiries with patience and understanding, throughout what was supposed to be a break from school 
to all.  

- Liyaanah Rauff 
  Asra Najath 
  Zaida Zaman 
  Zakwana Hassan  
  Nabeeha Jameel  (Editors) 
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Editorial
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coverage ofevents
The 21st of September was an exciting day for a group of 38 junior students;  it was 
the day where they would be badged as the Junior Prefects for the Year 2020/2021. 
The event, although organized within a short span of time, was a simple and elegant 
ceremony. The Chief Guest for this event was Ms. Rifana Mukthar, an alumnus of the 
school who has served as a state counsel at the Attorney General’s Department for the 
past four years. She has completed her LLB degree and her Post Graduate Diploma and 
is currently pursuing her Masters. Ms Rifana’s presence truly was an inspiration to all 
the little girls who graced the occasion. 
Aneeqa Razack was appointed Junior Head Prefect for the academic year 2020/2021. 
Amani Minfaz and Hajar Hafeez were appointed as the Deputy Head Prefects. In 
addition, 4 House Captains and 4 Vice House Captains were appointed to the respective 
houses accordingly. 
Proud parents, teachers and well-wishers were present to witness this memorable 
occasion where these little girls were awarded their first responsibilities in their school 
career.

J un ior  prefects ’  i nvest i ture

Aneeqa  Razack
Amaani  Minfaz
Hajar  Hafeez
Mariam  Arafath
 Hafsa  Mureeh
Saniya  Wahid
Mehvish  Ir fan
Abda  Cader
Hafsa  Nawas
Azka  Ramly
Aaminah  Fazal

Head Prefect
Deputy Head Prefect
Deputy Head Prefect
Cithreen House Captain
Cithreen Deputy House Captain
Marjan House Captain
Marjan Deputy House Captain
Lulu House Captain
Lulu Deputy House Captain 
Yaquooth House Captain
Yaquooth Deputy House Captain
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Alhamdulillah, the annual senior prefect investiture was held on the 
21st of September 2020 with Dr. Shazma Amanudeen gracing the event as the chief guest. 
As per usual, the event started off with the Khutubathul Hajah, the Qiraath and its translation 
and the national anthem. It was then followed by the welcome address by the principal, the 
annual report, and then finally the badging of the forty-five new prefects.  
Head Prefect, Ameena Khalid, was asked how she felt during the investiture, and she said, ‘I was 
nervous for the future ahead of me, the responsibility I was entrusted with and if I could prove to 
be a good leader, entangled with excitement to work with my team, and set profound examples 
to the batches junior to us.’  
The oath was then taken, guided by the Head Prefect of 2019/2020, Fiza Hanif. This was followed 
by the collection of handbooks by Ameena Khalid, and the address by the Chairman and the Chief 
Guest respectively. Finally, a token of appreciation was gifted to the chief guest, followed by the 
vote of thanks. The event ended with the school song and the Dua and Salawath.  

sen ior  prefects ’  i nvest i ture

Head Prefect
Deputy Head Prefect
Deputy Head Prefect

Games Captain
Deputy Games Captain
Deputy Games Captain

Ameena Khalid
Safiyyah Ashker
Amrah Imran

Tasnim Drahiem
Fahmida Sulaiman
Mahira Kitchil

The WHO (World Health Organizations) declared Covid-19 as a pandemic that has posed a 
contemporary threat to humanity. This pandemic has successfully forced global shut down of 
several activities, including educational activities which has changed the lives of over 1.2 billion 
students, who are now out of their classrooms. This led to many institutions and schools across 
the world shifting to remote learning techniques through online platforms.
Ilma International Girls’ School, not only enabled us to study via e-learning but also found a 
way out to develop effective collaborative online activities organized by societies, ranging from 
online trivia to Inter- House competitions, which helped to balance out academics and extra-
curricular, during these uncertain times.
On the 4th of November 2020 introduction to the Societies Yearly Plan were hosted via teams. 
Various ways of expression were used by societies, some opted for PowerPoint presentations 
while others chose to make videos.
The Wednesday of every week was assigned for Online Activities; the school provided each society 
forty-five minutes to host an activity that they were fond of via teams. 
Many online activities took place; quizzes were hosted through Kahoot, guest speakers too were 
invited to share meaningful and inspirational messages with the students.

COMMENCeMENT  OF  ONL INE  ACT I V I T I E S
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The 25th of September was a day filled with excitement for many students. Having applied to 
become house representatives two weeks earlier, the agitation for this batch of students was real. 
Under the usual circumstances, the announcements would have been made immediately as the 
new academic year began, but owing to Covid-19, the agenda was pushed back. Nevertheless, 
the enthusiasm was not dimmed. When the right time was up, the previous House Captains, for 
the year 2019/2020 proudly took to the podium to announce the names of the future heirs. The 
names have been listed below.

Announcement  of  house 

representat i ve s

Safa Haroon
Raahim Aslam

Yusra Thahir
Atiyyah Thahir

Asra Najath
Haajer Mohinudeen

Nabeeha Jameel
Safiyyah Karnain

Aaliya Rozan
Aamina Jameel

Hasna Sayyid
Rumza Mukarram

Raihana Wasif
Aamina Navrooze

Sarah Inthikab
Amna Zaheer
Hasna Hassan

Shakeeka Ali Sabry

Liyaanah Rauff
Shazna Hilmy

Dhiyanah Liyaudeen
Aysha Masoom
Umaimah Ariff

Afani Isham

House Captain-
Vice House Captain-
Games Captain-
Vice Games Captain-
Secretary-
Treasurer- 

House Captain-
Vice House Captain-
Games Captain-
Vice Games Captain-
Secretary-
Treasurer- 

C i threen

mar j an

Lulu

yaquooth

The Year One Orientation this year was held in the span of three days from the 1st to the 3rd 
of July, over which the younger students were brought in five at a time. Under the normal 
circumstances, the event would be a one-day event, and the future leaders of Ilma would enter 
the School Hall in multitudes, but embracing the new normal meant that new methods had to be 
used. 
The five students with tiaras fixed on their heads, got to spend one hour with their class teachers, 
during which they were occupied in various activities such as drawing and coloring. A photo 
booth was also set up, to capture the first day of the pupils.  It was surely a memorable event for 
the year one batch of students. 

Year  one  or i entAT ION
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On the 1st of October, Sri Lanka celebrated the annual Children’s Day, while our students were 
eagerly awaiting the dawn of the next day, on which our school celebrated Children’s Day. On the 
2nd, school commenced at 7:20 a.m., as usual. 
Instead of the usual white clad crowd, all students entered the school premises decked up in 
colored attires with their obvious smiles hidden by masks, carrying boxes of food and bottles of 
drinks. We started the day with the morning prayers followed by a short address by the Principal, 
who encouraged us to have fun, but advised us to keep in mind the ongoing pandemic and 
adhere to the healthcare regulations, to assure everyone’s safety. 
The celebration began with excited chatter and laughter echoing from every nook and corner 
of the school building. The members of the Media and Communication Society began taking 
official classroom photographs starting with the students of the lower primary section. While 
the pictures were being taken, the boxes were opened, and the aroma of different food wafted 
the corridors making the photographers hungry. As the little kids trooped in batches into the 
areas designated for taking photographs, the others started having fun and frolics within their 
respective classes. 
The students were gifted key-tags with the inscription ‘Happy Children’s Day 2020’ with the Ilma 
School logo, to be kept as souvenirs. The students of the primary school, under the guidance 
of their class teachers had fun-filled activities. Our photographers tell us they could hear the 
excited shrieks of the little kids throughout their tour of duty. Not to be outdone, the seniors 
had their own share of independent fun. The day came to an end with our students physically 
exhausted but feeling sorry the celebrations ended. 
We are immensely grateful to the Principal and management for allowing us to celebrate 
Children’s Day despite the hardships and constraints. The void of not having a year-end party the 
previous academic year was filled on this day.

Ch ildren ' s  Day  celebrat ions
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articles& poetry
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Chances are, if this article caught your eye, it most probably was 
because the first two words of the article started with ’Oh no’.
 Admit it, your heart skipped a beat when you read it. ’Oh no!’ automatically makes you 
think: Oh no! It’s bad news! But not in this instance. 
 When you think of ‘bad news’, what is the first thing that comes to mind? More COVID-19 cases? 
Another lockdown? The discovery that this planet is actually Mars and it’s not the other way 
around? That dinosaurs have discovered time travel and are ready to invade Earth?! 
 When it comes to bad news – or any news in general – the possibilities really are endless. After 
all, news is created by the people who perform newsworthy actions and reported by other 
 people who weave these actions into stories that are meant to capture the attention of an 
audience. 
 Sounds confusing? Well, this is the system that we’ve been depending on for decades.  The 
people who create the news are also the ones who share it, read it and react accordingly. 
 But what does all of this have to do with bad news? 
 The hidden truth behind mass media is that the news outlets, like any other industry, profit 
from humanity’s desires; their hopes, dreams and interests. In the case of the people of the 21st 
century, their target of exploitation is our attention. And our attention is based on what  stands 
out.  
 Headlines of horror, blood and gore, international crisis, economic downfall amongst an endless 
sea of other similar content threaten to drown us in misery and despair. How can we have hope 
for a world that seems to be bent on self-destruction?  
 Or so it seems. 
 What if I told you that beneath all these seemingly unconnected words of death and destruction, 
there was a pattern that made sense? 
 What if told you, it wasn’t mass media outlets that posed the problem? That it was our actions 
that contributed to the impact that we now see plastered over our newspapers and holding us 
captive to our screens? 
 Well, the truth hurts, but it’s the truth which has a right to be shared.  The fact of the matter is 
 that studies have even been conducted to show that people tend to focus more on the negative 
as they try to make sense of the world and this directly translates into how you and I view the 
world. 
 In other words, some unconscious part of our brains, secretly looks for bad news, even if we 
aren’t directly aware of it. We are feeding the news system and over the years, it has adapted 
itself to fit in with these imperceptible negative biases towards attention grabbing ’bad news’. 
 And it gets worse: more studies have shown that negative news is more likely to be perceived 
 as truthful. 
 It’s a vicious cycle really; since negative information draws greater attention towards it, it may 
also be seen as more valid.  

OH NO !  I T ' S  GOOD  NEWS .
By Safa Haroon
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 Now, the real question is why? And what can we do to overcome 
this?  
The factual term for ’this’ is called ’The Negativity Bias’ and it plays a 
role in all of our lives, from interacting with friends to choosing which 
ice cream flavour to eat (although, let’s face it, ice cream in any flavour is never 
a bad thing). All these tiny decisions play huge roles in determining the big ones, 
like the people you surround yourself with and the news you read.  
 These unconscious biases can creep up on us if we aren’t careful. 
 But now that we are aware of them, we already have the upper hand with our wisdom. Being 
more present with what we do is key to overcoming this bias, and this perhaps may even lead to 
reaching even higher stages of wisdom. First stage: conscious news reading. Multiple stages later: 
revolutionary idealist. 
 All facts and fantasies aside, although acknowledging our contribution to bad news is a start to 
tackling the negativity that threatens to bring us down, it doesn’t mean that all that’s horrible in 
the world is just going to disappear (no, this is not me being negative, I’m just being honest!) 
 What it does mean, however, is that while we now consciously steer ourselves towards more 
positive events, we may start to discover that, yes, hope is  still as powerful as it used to be. The 
world may be in shambles but, as long as there is hope in humanity, we will prevail. (Unless the 
dinosaurs invade of course, in which case, we’ll really be in trouble).

Not  a  battle  of  guns
By Fahmida Sulaiman
“Oh come on Craig we both know I’m Ma’s favorite, right Ma?” 
She giggled at our baseless bickering. She looked at us through the rear mirror and gave the kind 
of smile that made me feel like I had all the happiness the world had to offer. “Darlings, I love you 
both more than anything else in the world and you know I can’t-”  
“MA WATCH OU-” 
I heard a loud crash, my blurry vision caught sight of blood everywhere and the last thing I heard 
was the distant sound of sirens before darkness enveloped my mind. 
I woke up gasping for breath, my shirt completely soaked in sweat and my throat raw from 
screaming. It had been a week since the accident and the memories of it haunted me every 
night, the nightmares forcing me to relive the very incident I tried so desperately to forget. My 
considerably spacious room began to feel suffocating all of a sudden and I started seeing spots of 
blood everywhere. I had to get out. I leaped out of bed and rushed out into the dark, cloudy night 
and ran as fast as my legs could carry me. I stopped in front of the cemetery, panting. I walked in 
taking slow steps, dreading what I’d see; too afraid to accept the reality of what had happened. 

In front of me lay the graves of my mother and brother and the harsh truth, that I’d been denying, 
came crashing onto me. I sat beside them and let the grief I’d been keeping at bay for so long
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consume me. I let myself weep for the parts of me that died along 
with them. I let myself scream at the cruelty of fate for leaving me alive 
yet broken in so many ways while my only family lay in eternal peace. 
I cried when the rain started pouring, disguising my tears, the thunder 
rumbling loudly as though reflecting my agony. I cried when the sky cleared and 
the sun rose, rays of sunshine falling on me, supposedly signifying hope, yet doing 
nothing to erase my grief. I cried until I could no longer shed tears and the pain became a numb 
distant ache, which left me in a deep spiral of darkness that blinded me and I couldn’t see a way 
out. 
 
I stood at the edge of the cliff hearing the sound of the waves crashing against it, deep in thought. 
This was where we would’ve been six years ago if the accident didn’t happen; enjoying the scenery 
together, alive. We’d come here every weekend. This place held memories. Memories of Craig and I 
chasing fireflies while Ma set up the tents. Memories of the three of us lying on our backs, gazing 
at the star filled sky with no care in the world. Memories that I kept pushing away every time they 
surfaced as though not thinking about them would undo what had happened and bring them back. 
Looking back I now realized that they were never truly gone, as long as you keep them alive within 
you as treasured memories. I learned that although I may be broken, I may have lost pieces of 
myself, there were new parts of me that were born too, which made me stronger than I ever was. 
The parts that gave me the courage, which I didn’t have all these years, to come up here and relive 
those memories I kept pushing back. Yes, I had scars that would never go away but they were only 
proof of my courage. I gazed ahead into the ever-lasting blue sky knowing that this had been my 
battle and although it may not have been guns and war, I smiled knowing one thing for sure.  
 
I had won.

Evanescence
Anonymous
Three years back, right when I reached adolescence, my life experienced its worst. My friend who 
meant the world to me at that point decided to ignore me without any solid reason, leaving me 
in utmost confusion. She told me, point-blank, that there were better things she had than being 
friends with me. Besides that, another close friend of mine left the country to settle abroad. And 
to top it all, I had to shift houses, leaving half my family behind. I’d say that those successive 
occurrences were more mentally disturbing than physically tiring to get used to. In simpler words, 
I had to let go of the three very things that meant the most to me at that time. All at once. All 
together. 
People told me, “I understand what you’re going through.” But deep down I knew that nobody 
could possibly understand what I felt. 
I started feeling insecure and to doubt myself in everything I did was the only chore that I did 
properly, without flaw. I was broken into pieces, so much so that sometimes, in a very sudden 
manner, my throat would get sore, and I just couldn’t speak; tears would stream down my face.
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The least I could wish for was for someone to understand me 
and assure myself that this was all okay and it was just a phase that
 I was going through. But no, in reality, I had nothing I liked with me, 
and the world seemed upside down.
Keeping what I felt inside led me to start overthinking little by little, until it 
finally became a habit. I was becoming unhealthy. I never did realise the seriousness 
of neglecting my meals at the time but it did catch up with me when I would later go on to 
suffer from deficiencies. I wasn’t helping myself, to the extent that I was only worsening it, 
day-by-day.
As crazy as it sounds, yes, a thirteen-year-old was depressed. 
However, there came a point when, although it appeared to look like there was no way any good 
could ever happen to my life, I could suddenly see light. A strength came from within me and 
pulled my body out of the sea that I had been drowning in, because it could see the better things 
that were ahead. If one person had been able to make someone feel so unworthy, then of course, 
the opposite could happen too. 
My old friend could have shattered me down, but because of you, the universe wasn’t ready to let 
me down. You were on your way to me. You were like the guardian angel God sent down to fix the 
broken me, and you did; you certainly did it a hundred percent. Because of you, I’m complete now. 
Because of you, I’m a whole. Because of you, I’m able to call myself a person who has a best friend. 
Because of you, someone who was once broken and to whose ears death called into many times, 
is able to breathe…not just breathe, but breathe so calmly, with so much of hope and ecstasy. I 
can whisper to the mirror, “I’ve lost count of how many times you’ve died in front of me,” but the 
opposite would be just as true.
I’m insanely grateful to you, for being the reason for who I am today. I now believe that life has 
a funny way of planting the people we really need in our life right at the moment we’re in the 
depths of despair and unsure whether we’ll survive. 
You’re the reason why I start each day of mine with a grateful heart. You’re proof to me and to all 
those reading this that the best still awaits to those going through a hard time. My life is forever 
changed now that you’re in it.
Because of you, I’m not the only teen today who has hope that your bad times could take you to 
extremely good times. Many others have that hope too, a tiny bit of confidence swirling in their 
hearts.
To those broken, let my story serve as an assurance to you. All broken people believe in you. 
For bringing out that writer in me, I’m eternally thankful. You deserve the love I have for you, 
Pooh, much, much more than the one who broke me first.

Reminders
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Transformat ion ?  More  So , 

Reformat ion

By Safiya Fazal
Sometimes faint memories drift into me, forming dreams that often leave me confused with 
reality. It has been roughly fifty years since the pandemic, the year that put everything into 
perspective for me, a year that hardened me, left me beaten and tired but still standing at the 
finish line. I finished the race; I just didn’t win. Well, isn’t that the point?
We often take our life for granted and not realising death is a constant companion. We live in 
confidence with an assurance that we will wake up the next day and finish the essay we had 
been assigned. I was just a naive teenager, living life with its ups and downs. I look down at my 
withered hands, skin stretched over bones that left a shrivelled, unappealing look. Voices from 
distant memories float into my head; I let them take over and close my eyes.
“I was selected, Omisha! I was selected! All my hard work has paid off. I told you it’ll work,” I 
whispered to her, giddy with excitement, and she embraced me. 
“I knew you had it in you, Shreya,” she said, her eyes glassy and hiding a million different 
emotions.
She had been there, through the ups and downs, right through it all. We switched off our phones 
and climbed the roof of her house to watch the sunset in silence, her presence comforting me. I 
looked over; in this twilight, her eyes were the dew, scattering iridescent rays, illuminating my 
soul. It was then when I realised that numbers didn’t matter – the number of friends you had 
didn’t matter. You just need one, just one person to lean on, who would comfort you and celebrate 
with you through all times.

II.
Hope.

I crossed my fingers as I submitted the application. I eyed the form as the teacher looked at the 
paper with no trace of emotion or reaction to give herself away. I thought back to the night before 
when I sat at my desk, filling in the grids in neat block letters, hoping and praying I’d be suitable 
for the position at school. 
“So how was it? Did she say anything? Shreya, tell me please!” Omisha whined. 
I didn’t want my hopes getting too high, so I related what happened. 
“Oh, couldn’t you have added a little spice to your story? You are bad at relating stories,” Omisha 
said with a sly grin and we laughed, mine half-hearted as my mind was preoccupied with the 
form. 
A few weeks passed. They announced the candidates that had been selected over the intercom. 
I wasn’t selected. I wish I could end the story here, but it didn’t stop, for my emotions got the 
better of me. Inside me was a raging wildfire, a pit in my stomach that seemed to fill with despair 
and hate, that blinded me and made me look at everything otherwise. The opinion among the 
students was split; some believed I should have been selected, whereas others thought the 
candidates appointed were fine. I knew what happened. I knew whose hands were stained, and I 
knew I couldn’t do anything about it, for my friends were among the selected candidates. 

A  l i fe  under  lockdown in  v ignettes
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. The hours seemed like years, glancing at my watch every now and 
then, hoping to head back home. Stepping out of class was the worst 
thing I had to do. When I look back at that day now, I wonder if all those 
groups of girls were actually whispering about me. I guess I’ll never know. 
My thoughts were a flurry, like a waterfall – a war between the waterfall and the 
water bed, attacking each other with all their might. Almost as if each drop was 
competing in trying to make the loudest sound, as if it was the only thing I could hear, 
leaving me fatigued by my own thoughts, scarred forever.

III.
In the deep end.

I learnt that when the kind can see the broken mirror, its con is exposed in all its nakedness, thus 
leaving it in the hands of God. The days dragged on; excruciating and long, dark with no light at 
the end of the tunnel. I occupied myself with drawing and writing to hide the tears, to drown 
away the constant nagging in my head. The nights were the worst; the dreams gushed in. Horrid 
with images I’d never forget, leaving me awake to stare at the ceiling and sweat bullets. Finally, 
a little gleam of light came when I finally decided to surround myself with people I loved; they 
made me remember who I really was. My mind flashed pictures of my family and Omisha, leaving 
me grinning to myself. I felt like I was going constantly back and forth between the messy chaos 
and the calm, but that was where I discovered the most about myself. 

IV.
A breath of fresh air.

The next few months at home was chicken soup for my soul. Many realisations dawned on me 
and left me speechless; I had matured in mind and gained an understanding of this dark world. I 
realised society could only function when we honestly mirrored one another. We could have two 
mirrors of emotional indifference, making life a living hell, or we could have two mirrors of love, 
in a cooperative world, making it a haven. My trick was to hold up both mirrors and see whom 
each reflecte, treating them accordingly. For otherwise, the mirror of love would be shattered by 
icy paranoia over time, and the mirror of coldness would be seen as the bleak truth. I wish I could 
go back to the time of childhood innocence, when mirroring love was enough, but the world was 
beyond that. My train of thought was interrupted when Mummy came in with a plate of cookies. 
Her smile was as warm as the cookie that was in my hand. 
“Shreya, you seem happier. Look at the good, darling; there is no use of fretting over the past.” 
I thought about these profound words and realised that doing the right thing usually cost 
rather than paid, but brought health to the heart. Of all the things in my life that hold a lasting 
significance, it is those right things that shine bright. When I think back to that day, my heart 
expanded with love for this woman who stood by me. Most children don’t realise their guardian 
angel in disguise are their mothers. I smiled back at her, and the sensation within me at that 
moment will always live in me.
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V.
Sudden darkness.

“Shreya, wake up. Appa passed away,” Mother sobbed. She stood in 
the middle of my room, frail and stifling loud sobs. 
“Mummy! When? How?” I said, unable to comprehend the sudden news 
that came crashing in. Tears streamed down my face; I was confused, and my emotions 
were a wreck. Confusion had taken over and roared inside me like a fire, leaving my body 
burning. 
The sun shone. I was annoyed the sun had the audacity to even come out, and the world decided 
to move on. I had said goodbye plenty. I had said goodbye with a simple turn around and had 
walked away. I had said goodbye with a tiny note. I had said goodbye out loud. I had said goodbye 
with angry words pouring out of my mouth that I had wished I had chewed up and swallowed 
instead. For most part, I had said a thousand goodbyes, but nothing was like this. I couldn’t mouth 
the words; the letters didn’t seem to form in my mouth. And so, I didn’t say goodbye.

VI.
Lost soul.

I looked at the statistics and was unable to comprehend the amount of deaths due to the 
pandemic. I had been so caught up in my head with my problems I failed to realise the world was 
dying. The days under lockdown were precious to me; I got the opportunity to look back at myself. 
Was I the same old person? Soft but hard-headed? I looked in the mirror, the reflection reflected 
nothing of my past self. 
“I’ve lost count of how many times you’ve died in front of me,” I whispered to my reflection. Died, 
and from that situation, came a new version of myself, like a butterfly from its cocoon, more 
splendid that its initial stages.
To date, I look back at the year 2020 and realise that doing the right thing is what pays because 
the other path will cost your soul. Not all at once or in chunks, but just a sliver at a time. 
I’m grey and my bones are frail, but the emotions I experienced from the situations that year still 
burn inside me and warm my body through the long winter nights.

Reminders
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The  3  R ’ s 
Rew ind ,  Reflect  and  Reset
By Nabeeha Jameel
We all face that part in life where everything just comes to a standstill, 
no motivation, no energy and at that point you just feel like throwing it all in 
and quitting everything possible, isolating yourself and with those hormones dancing 
in there, things are not one bit easy. When faced with a challenging problem, the one chain 
of things that I always do is rewind, reflect and reset. Eventually, even the most productive of 
people just burn out, that is why it is important for you to take frequent breaks, rewind, reflect 
and reset.

When faced with a problem rewinding does miracles. It helps you reminiscent the past, your 
achievements, your failures, and your tries. Now, I can totally relate with you if you tell me that 
you simply cannot remember the tasks that you’ve completed. Scientific proof notes that women 
tend to forget about tasks they completed but remember the tasks they must complete, while 
it is the opposite with men (to be honest, I am not too surprised!). Hence, if you need to note 
down what you have done, do it, even small things would do. Writing down your achievements, 
failures and tries further enhances your gratitude. When faced with a challenging problem or a 
challenging opportunity, our ‘This is Impossible’ mind-set seems to switch on immediately. That is 
exactly why I rewind, think of all the problems I faced and overcame. I have achieved the things 
that I once thought was impossible, so why can’t I conquer this as well? I for sure can! We need the 
“I can do this attitude”, like the famous philosophers said, the only thing stopping you is you! 

Rewinding itself is not enough. To motivate and encourage yourself, you need to reflect. There 
is no point in reminiscing over all your past achievements and memories if you do not ponder 
over them. Like I told you earlier, every experience, every failure, and every success teaches you 
something new. You can only collect the snippets of knowledge if you reflect. When you reflect, 
you automatically review the similarities between your past and present situations, and possibly 
the journey to finding the solution becomes easier. 

The final part of getting yourself motivated and wrecking the “impossible” mind-set, is resetting. 
Prepare yourself for what must come and use the past as a steppingstone. Some issues can be 
handled the same way, but some will need new techniques, so reset. Personally, once I complete 
something and decide to start a new task, I end the previous chapter and prepare for the next. 
You cannot have the mind-set of a 12-year-old, if you are 16. We need to learn to move on, it is 
understandable that change is not easy, but it is certainly not impossible. 
The world out there is not easy. It is judgmental, harsh and challenging.
Someday, the little bubble we live in will pop, and we will have to face new problems and things 
we’ve never heard of. Keep the “if ’s” and “but’s” aside and give it a try. Try to solve it and overcome 
it. If you fail, do not worry because you at least tried.  People will not be with you all the time, no 
one will stick by you for a lifetime. Hence, we need to learn to solve our problems and make the 
right decisions, and trust me Rewind, Reflect and Reset will always help you.
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Hurt ing
By Nuha Hameem
2020 has not been the kindest. For us all, the silent mounting of this 
uphill battle took too large of a swing at our patience, our resilience, 
and our grit. The raw emotions of pain, hurt, anger and tragedy have more far-reaching 
effects on the human psyche, than those bordering on the positive. It took me a while to realise 
that in order to help, you must give someone what they need, not what you want. 

Samara was my best friend of many childhood experiences, raggedy fights and fun, teenage 
sensitivities, and our closeness was sealed by growing up together, through all what life had to 
offer us. Be what as it may, I always presented myself to her when she was in need, and she never, 
but for now, ignored my reaching out. 
But, over the last few months, things had taken a detour for her in life and what I feared most 
was finally coming into being: she was shutting herself out. From middle school onwards, she 
had come to me, had broken apart the entirety of emotions she’d felt, and had made me her 
benefactor, her solace. Then, one day, after a particularly high-strung conversation with her, I 
could take no more of the redness of the rims in her eyes, and the catch in her throat each time 
she tried to speak. 
“You barely talk to me about real stuff, Samara. Please tell me, what’s going on?” 
Unobtrusively silent eye and hand movements followed, that led to no further response. She 
barely looked in my direction. 
“For God’s sake, Samara! If after all these years, after everything we’ve been through, if you can’t 
feel comfortable enough to open up to me; me, who would never ever hurt you, then I don’t see 
the point of this association!”
With calculated measure she backed away, and her cold and resolute turn away from me, as if I 
weren’t even important enough to have my remark dignified, chilled me to the bone. Dread inched 
its way up my throat as I walked after her, wondering what kind of atmosphere she fertilised 
inside her mind. 
“Samara, wait please! I didn’t mean that! I just want things to be normal. For you to feel like you 
can tell me anything!” 
She stopped dead in her tracks and walked up to me within two seconds of contemplation. 
“I have nothing left to say to you or anyone. I’m not denying that you’ve always been there for 
me, and that up until six months ago, you knew everything that has ever gone through my mind 
and life but, it’s over now. I’ve exhausted myself to the point of nausea trying to be heard, but 
sometimes, it’s not enough to speak. I can be heard only if they choose to listen, which is barely 
anyone’s concern, apart from nourishing their fad diet of validating their sense of worth as the 
‘healer’”.
I was dumbstruck. Looking back, what knowledge I do have now is the intimate control I had over 
her life all those countless times, how I managed to turn her catastrophe into my victory. The ‘feel 
good’ notion of having someone confess their struggles, only to completely diminish the actuality 
of their emotions, with a backhanded attempt to whitewash their pain. Why didn’t I realise 
sooner that the pain that dominated all of her inhibitions was primarily fueled by the absence of 
attention given to it? And by someone who really, truly cared.
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As she stood there, right in front of me, calling out the facade of 
true friendship I’d been unintentionally building, I saw the that the 
fire in her resolve to pull through had already died out. She was just 
disappointed, not impassioned. She steeped me deep in the acute awareness 
of actual help, but with no ability to obtain a return for herself. For I lost her, 
when she took herself out of a world that offered consolation which suited to the 
needs of the listener, and not the hurting.

As the year draws to a close, the world that has collectively suffered year long, must realise the 
blessing of retrospection that has been given to us all by time. We have had it in abundance during a 
year which contained milestones and important events of our lives, and instead of dwelling on what 
cannot be changed, let’s accept what has been and work on our flaws, no matter how cloaked in 
goodness, we think ourselves to be.

Fr i ends
By Ilma Marjan
My sister once told me that the worst type of epiphany was when you learnt of somebody in their 
truest form. It would shake you and confuse you. The hurt that would soon follow would tighten 
your chest for some time – years, even – before it would settle down to some sort of a healed 
wound. It was true, for a lot of friendships I had over the years. Those wounds would eventually 
turn to scabs or on some occasions be completely erased. But I only wish I could say the same 
about my friendship with Stacy.
It started with that party, the one I’d never forget. The party was definitely the fanciest party a 
low-class girl like me could attend, but seeing my best friend there with the school “Populars” – 
that had indeed been heart-breaking! 
With my flowy, flowery dress, I sneaked into my jail-sized apartment, which had just one-rickety 
bed, and cried. I didn’t know how to face anyone at school after they’d figure out that Stacy finally 
belonged whereas I couldn’t even afford a hairband like theirs.
The following day, I somehow managed to sneak into class without being noticed but then there 
she was, standing with one of the Populars’ arm over her shoulder. Since that moment, I’d been in 
the loo until the clock chimed eleven and I left for P.E, my favourite subject in the universe.
As always, the ball went into the net and the crowd roared with applause. At least my reputation 
in P.E was with me. With a heavy, proud heart, I went on to give my best in every shot when 
my t-shirt sleeves, which my mum got from the donation center, ripped apart for absolutely no 
reason. Silence at first; then laughter filled the stadium. My hand immediately went to my arm, 
trying to cover at least a teeny bit of shame when Ruby, the captain of the Populars, entered with 
the biggest, excited look and started rambling.
My ears were deaf to her words but so alive to hear Stacy’s breaths. With much hatred and anger, 
I dashed out of the stadium and into the changing room. This was the second time in my life I was 
crying because of Stacy.
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I heard a knock on the door and I tried to speak but only a small cry 
managed to come out.
“Blair?”
My ears couldn’t believe the sound I was hearing!
“Stacy!” I let out a happy scream! But then memories of her abandoning me come 
flooding in and before I knew it, my hands were pushing her out of the room.
“Blair, stop it!” She sounded eager and desperate but I didn’t stop. She used a force which I never 
knew she had and pushed me down onto the soaked floor. I stared at her, spell-bound. 
“I’m so sorry I didn’t tell you.”
“You’re sorry? After how much you deceived me, is that all you can say?” I yelled.
“I know I should have told you, but then when you first helped me to pass and get into the top 
ten, I knew that I can’t afford to lose you. You were smart and charming and nice; you’re the best 
girl I know in the universe! Just because you can’t afford what I can, doesn’t mean you’re useless. 
But I’m still sorry I lied. I’ve bought you a new pair of jeans; do you accept my apology?”
I couldn’t believe my ears – did a Popular just praise me? I was on cloud one hundred. With tears 
welling up in my eyes, I took the jeans.
“I think you forget that your clothes are more expensive than my tiny apartment.”
We both laughed at my lame joke. 
“Nothing is more precious than a friend like you,” she replied and I hugged my best friend as 
tightly as I could.
All decked up and my body celebrating out of happiness, I stepped out to meet Stacy, my best 
friend, who is also a Popular.
I then realised that money was everything when I heard Stacy talking to Ruby: “Now she will be 
the pawn to get the answers for our upcoming tests.”

moonch ild
By Ruqaiya Kamal

Watching the moon, that lonely shadow that follows me keeping in time with my axis, I mused 
over this quiet night. Growing up, they told us that the world was cruel, that storms never died; 
they said life only knew broken ends. True, we got hurt. True, the wounds kept opening up. But, 

Dear Moon child, don’t cry. Because, there’s nothing like us. There’s nothing like you and me. 
Together, we would show them. We would make it to the top of the world claiming the sky our 
point of view. We would be Kings and Queens, you and I. We would sing and dance all night to 
never-ending sheets of music because we don’t fight, we shine. We were all time lows and we 

were broke but, in the end, we would always find a way to survive. Dashi. One more time. Here, in 
this moonshine, I kept on breathing.
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four  corners
- A.I
I have four corners
in my room

The first corner has light
I yearn for the
scorching sunshine,
the exclusive one
shed only in my country,
for I tire underneath artificial
fluorescent lightbulbs

The second corner is rest
Tell me, how was vacation like?
Was it good taking breaks
on the sandy beach?
What about long car rides?
to Grandma’s house?
The only rest I know
is the redundant slur
of nightmares,
the 9 p.m. naps on the couch.

The third corner is my stuffed toy.
How did it feel going to the mall?
What was it like getting a slice of pizza?
or laughing, or being silly at the arcade?
My plushies keep me company,
I secretly envy them,
a permanent smile sewn
upon their soft faces,
never falter, never frown. 
The fourth corner is my window.
The world is normal
when I look outside.
The sky has blushed
to a petite tint of soft blue.
The trees are tall,
blooming upon
pink petal flowers,
astray against wind.

My neighbor's house
has the same faded print,
a vague slab of blue and grey.
There are four corners in my room.
I sit in the center,
And watch the world move on.
As life goes on.
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Human
By Shaheeda Fazal
I remember those days, 
When I would have to get up before sunrise. 
Pray. Eat. Change. Study. Rest. Repeat.  
The same tiring cycle, every day.  
I remember those days when I would beg to stay back home. 
But all of it has changed, 
Ever since the deadly plague hit us like a wrecking ball, 
And although it may seem to be in a disadvantage to us – it was an advantage in every way for me,  
In fact, it was a blessing. 
But of course, this is only through my eyes.  

There was an old lady, down the road, 
With the whitest of hair – like daises, 
Who had lost so much – her husband, her daughter, her mother and her happiness.  
When I pass by she would say, 
“Do not take life for granted – for you can never be certain as to what will happen next. You can die 
now. I can die now. You can never be sure, child.”  
But she would keep mourning, until dusk, 
When the sun kisses the horizon, and the evening star takes the stage.  

Ah, then I hear of the boy who gets hit everyday.  
One. Two. Three. 
He has lost count of how many times he’s been hit.  
He is trapped – alone.  
How different our minds were – how different our perceptions were. 
A blessing to me, a curse to him. 
He wonders, when he can pick his charcoal like before the plague, when he wasn’t trapped in this 
house – this hell 
Because he misses the feeling of charcoal coating his hands rather than blood. 
Four. Five. Six. 
No escape. 
“I just want to get out,” he would whisper.  

I walk down the neighbourhood, 
And see a girl who sings at the top of her voice; a caged bird, 
Who is in desperate need of an escape. 
She wishes for freedom once more, 
Parties, dancing and outings.  
She no longer sings but wails – begs and pleads, 
“I won’t take it for granted, please allow me to go out.”  
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And now I sit and watch as the sun sets, the old lady’s mourning 
comes to an end, the singing and wails become more distant and the boy 
is finally given food. 
And just then I wonder, everything that they said; the different perspectives, 
how different people’s minds work. 
But one thing is certain; we take things for granted because after all, are we not mere 
humans – just little specimens on earth?  
And now as I rewind and reflect, 
I realise, 
No one is superior, and no one is inferior. 
We have so much we take for granted. 
I laugh – a mirthless one. 
At the end, 
All this showed me, 
Is how human we all are, 
And really, 
That is what we are; 
Human.

the  lockdown reflect ion
- A.I
Now we are all facing a lockdown, 
Which, as a result, has started to make me 
feel a little bit down. 
I sit and ponder, not knowing what to do, 
Now I need to think about that too. 
I need to make the most of my time. 
It will be a while before the government 
hits the chime, 

To tell us it’s safe to have fun, 
To go out and spend some time in the sun. 
For the time being, don’t leave hope to get 
lost, 
For that will all come at a large cost -  
Instead, let’s spend some time to get creative, 
And let’s work together and be collaborative. 
We will get through this lockdown together.
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The clock ticks distinctly, 
As the grey burlap clouds whirl above me, 
the malign and malevolent monsters lurk in the 
shadows, 
While my thoughts swirl around in my head 
Just like a hurricane,
  
As the clock ticks past four, 
The voices in my head get louder and louder, 
The shadows of the monsters loom around me, 
until they tower over me, 
Punishing me for things beyond my control,  

I close my eyes 
As the weight of the heavy curtains pull me down, 
darkness pitches my vision, 
and the rioting demons catch up with me-  

They pin me down and tie me up

growth
By Rukaiya Khan

As I struggle against their hold, 
kicking and pummelling the air , 
Fighting against the scalding hot pain that 
courses through my body.  
Pain engulfs me in rogue waves, 
As the air is sucked out of my lungs 
And my legs crash against the ground 
The demons maliciously smile down at me,  
As I hope for hope while I writhe in pain-  
Like a lost fish stranded on shore.  

But oh! little do they know - 
That the insults that I grew up with became my 
armour, 
While agony that haunted me every day became 
my solace , 
the darkness transformed into my new tranquil,  
The monsters in my head transformed into my 
crown 
And I- 
A warrior
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i n t erv i ew  -Najaha Nauf
There was no better fit to be interviewed for the very first edition of the E-Magazine than our 
school’s very own, Najaha Nauf, a self-published author, who graduated from Ilma in 2019. She 
is a familiar face to many of our students as a Prefect and President of the Gavel Club during her 
last year at Ilma and is no stranger to school publications, as she headed the Interschool Netball 
Tournament Souvenir Committee before passing through our halls. When we contacted her for this 
interview, she was more than willing to grace our magazine with stories of her experience writing 
and publishing her debut novel “Slow Dancing with the Stars”. “Thank you for the opportunity; it 
means more than I can truly say to be here, speaking to you as a past pupil of Ilma.” We would like 
to thank Najaha for her candid and raw answers to our questions, and without further ado, we 
present to you Najaha’s two cents on her writing experience. 

It ’s 2020, the black hole of human history, and yet you have successfully finished writing 
an incredible novel amidst the chaos, a task that must have taken immense hard work and 
commitment. Looking back, what do you think helped you hone your skill and sharpen your 
focus? 
N: Firstly, thank you! Looking back, one thing that definitely contributed to my writing is the 
amount of books I read. I genuinely do mean it when I say reading has gotten me through some 
of the most difficult times. When I read, I tend to pick books that cover a range of genres, and the 
content of some of those books have driven my most compelling pieces of writing. 
As for focus, to me, writing has always been less about ‘what comes next’ and more about the 
immediate release, so I do have to admit my focus fluctuates, but once I have something I really 
want to write about, the words flow out of me almost immediately.

A truly incredible par t of your debut as an author is the shor t time span it took you to 
achieve this milestone since you left school.
When you graduated from school, did you already have set goals and plans for your future? 
What would you say to someone who is confused about their future and has not yet found 
their ‘calling’ in life? 
N: I’ve never been one to plan things out, if anything, my life is probably made up of more 
spontaneous decisions than well thought-out ones! Alhamdulillah, that things do end up working 
out, as spontaneously as they do.
 On a serious note, I do have a rough plan on how I want my life to go, and there are a few things I 
did have to think through and fret over during my last year of school, just like my peers did. 
One thing I’m grateful for having done is choosing to focus on some rather specific subjects for my 
A/Ls because despite the initial backlash, I received from my parents and teachers, that was what 
got me into college a month or two ahead of my peers and in a way, that set the groundwork for a 
lot of life events that followed.
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If you’ve been having a hard time deciding what to do once you graduate, I suggest writing 
down a list of things you want to see yourself having done by a certain age along with a list of 
things you are good at. Believe me, you know yourself better than anyone else in this world but 
remember to always keep in mind that whatever you do, you need to benefit to your community 
as well. Following this up with an honest conversation with your parents about the kind of life you 
would like to live will likely help clear the fog a little.

Speaking about ‘life-callings’, how did you know writing was one of yours? 
N: For the longest time, I believed that writing was only going to be a hobby, but the more I wrote, 
the more I realized how much I wanted it to be out there, for others to read and love. Writing is 
one of the only things that gives as much as it takes, in the sense that it helps me cope with my 
own uncertainties, while also being something I can do for others.  This realization came to me in 
year 10 when I wrote one of my first full length novels and shared it with friends and family, who 
went above and beyond to support my writing.

A large number of students of our school have most likely read, or know of at least one of 
the numerous pieces that you wrote while you were still a student. Do you have any advice 
for student writers? What would you say to those who wish to pursue a career in writing? 
N: Keep writing, please. If not for others, for yourself. The more you write, the better it gets, trust 
me on this one. You don’t need to write a book to be a writer, even the little excerpts and poems 
you write at the back of your book or on the side of your notes are going to help you become a 
better writer. Though it may not seem like it to you, your writing is a part of who you are as a 
person. It’s a little like you bearing your soul for the world to see, so don’t stop until you are seen. 
If you want to pursue a career in writing, you’re going to have to accept that sometimes the pieces 
you deem your best may not always cut the mark, and that’s okay! Everything you write is leading 
you to your best piece yet, so keep writing! I hope you become the happiest version of yourself, in 
the career you end up pursuing. 

Do you have any tips for overcoming writers’ block? Are there any resources that you would 
recommend to young writers? 
N: Interestingly enough, I haven’t figured out this one just yet. Sometimes I have writer’s block 
that lasts for weeks, and one good dream helps break the block, and other times I have to engage 
in rigorous amounts of reading to get back to writing. 
One thing I highly recommend to anyone who wants to write is to read other people’s writing! And 
the thing is, it doesn’t always have to be a published author’s big book of beautiful words. 
Read your peers’ writing (and leave comments because comments mean the world to them!), read 
poetry online, read flash fiction! You might find yourself motivated because: 
1. You want to produce similar writing.
2. You want to produce better writing! 
3. You might have finally figured out how to fix a plot hole.
Another thing that often helps is looking up ( or asking a friend) for prompts and one-liners to 
kick-start your writing.
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What is writing to you? What would you say is your interesting writing quirk? 
N: writing to me is a coping mechanism; it’s therapeutic, and it keeps me grounded when the 
world around me is going a mile a minute. 
As for quirks, I think my friends will let you know of PLENTY. Among which, my personal favourite 
has to be the fact that I write book titles /chapter titles first and then base the entire book/
chapter on the title, most likely because that’s how O/Ls and A/Ls English essays work. It’s a bit 
funny if you think about it.

You came out of quarantine a published author. Do you have any reflections to share about, 
perhaps, a silver lining of the unconventionalities this year brought? 
N: This year has been significantly difficult for many of us. Personally speaking, the end of last 
year and the beginning of this year brought about some of the hardest times my family has had to 
go through, with my brother’s diagnosis a week before my graduation and his passing during the 
first month of lockdown. Silver linings were and still are hard to come by but they exist, if you look 
for them. 
I didn’t intend to release my book this year, but it has been one of the most wonderful things 
to come out of months of hardship, and that has more to do with the people who have my back, 
rather than my individual self. 
I suppose the most meaningful reflection I have to offer is that above all else, a good support 
system will help you get back up and be the best version of yourself. Alhamdulillah for our 
families and our friends, who have been here for us every step of the way.

Let ’s talk about your new book, beautifully titled “Slow Dancing with the Stars.”
Could you tell us a bit about your writing journey and your inspiration for this novel? 
N: Ah, would you believe me if I say ‘Slow Dancing with the Stars’ began within the walls of Ilma 
International Girls’ School? Because it did.
This is not the first time many of my friends and peers have heard the title, in fact this was the 
same title I used for one of my introductory speeches as President of the Gavel Club, in October 
2018. 
This novel began as a speech, and it stayed a speech for a year. I began writing this story in the 
form of letters while I accompanied my brother to his biweekly hospital visits. Initially, it was 
how I coped with how life was turning out for my family and I. I completed the first draft within 
a month, and the letters remained untouched until after my brother’s passing. I turned the letters 
into a novel when a friend of mine told me to turn my grief into something good. 
So you could say three things inspired this book: My brother, my grief and the friends I made at my 
alma mater.

You’ve mentioned in your acknowledgements that the characters in your debut novella are 
embodiments of the people in your life and are based off your personal experiences. Would 
you like to tell us a little about these individuals and their highlighted characteristics from 
which you’ve drawn inspiration?  
N: Curiously enough, I have been receiving this particular question quite frequently, and I have 
been avoiding responding to it. 
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Yes, most of the characters in this book are fictional embodiments of the people in my life. Each 
character carries the traits of multiple people, to add to their functionality. In particular, the 
protagonist is the only character based almost entirely on a dear friend of mine who has always 
inspired my writing, because of how they carry their grief and how much they have taught me in 
the years we have known each other. 
Some of my closest friends know of who the other characters represent but that has very little to 
do with the plot, really. I’d like to see my readers try and figure out who they think I’ve based my 
characters on, which is always great fun. 

What do you have to share about the procedure of publishing and marketing a book in Sri 
Lanka? 
N: The publication you go for has a lot of impact on the actual quality of your release, so finding 
a good publisher is important. Sri Lanka is home to some great publications; however, the truth is 
that you need to choose who fits your writing best or things might not go as well as you hope for 
them to. 
The Jam Fruit Tree Publications has been around for years and has published some of the most 
popular releases in previous years, and they were easy to work with, because of how author-
friendly their terms are. Submitting a manuscript is easy, but editing is what makes or breaks a 
book.
When it comes to marketing, you’re likely to find that it isn’t easy to market a book in Sri Lanka 
because of the lack of appreciation for local content creators. You can find books from western 
authors taking frontal displays in bookshops, and Sri Lankan authored books would be at the back, 
collecting dust. So unless you’re willing to do your own marketing and have a previously acquired 
audience, it’s not going to work out as smoothly as you would hope for it to. 
The bitter truth is that it’s always easier to write a book than to actually see one do well in Sri 
Lanka and we, as consumers, are to be blamed. 

Tease us; is there a cer tain line or quote in your book in par ticular that resonates with you? 
N: ‘You can’t produce light if you never burn’, which I think is, essentially, the biggest spoiler and 
teaser I can give you. 

As a former student of Ilma, what are the highlights of being a student of Ilma and your 
best memories of being a par t of the Ilmian culture? 
N: Being a student of Ilma is what has brought me as far as I have come, Alhamdulillah and it will 
be a part of my identity, as I make my way through life- for a forever of its own. I suppose as a 
student, I had a blast working on so many different events and with an array of people, teachers 
and students alike. I learned how to deal with several people, but most importantly, how to deal 
with myself. 
My best memories at school always include my friends and I getting into hilarious feuds with 
teachers who, looking back, were absolute gems, especially Ms. Navarathnam who I had the 
privilege to be taught by in her last year of teaching. 
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I  could go on endlessly about the moments I treasure most while at school, but for the sake of this 
interview, let me narrow it down to the time I worked as a member of the Sports Committee and 
editor for the souvenir during the 2019 Inter-International School Netball Tournament. 

A penny for your thoughts; do you have anything to share in alignment with the theme 
of our magazine; ‘Rewind, Reflect, Reset ’, in the contex t of looking back at this year and 
forward to the nex t? 
N: This year has brought some of us the ‘big break’ we’ve been looking for, while others have had 
a hard time accepting the suddenness of it all. Almost as if someone hit a global pause button and 
gave the world a little time to breathe. Personally, I do believe nothing can capture the essence 
of this year more perfectly than the phrase ‘rewind, reflect, reset’, as we have spent majority of 
this year looking back at everything we did before the pandemic, while thinking deeply about the 
choices we have made as individuals and as a community and hoping to set everything straight in 
the years to come. 

To wrap up our interview, we’d like to ask you to share insight into what your book 
encapsulates with our students and let them know how everyone can obtain their very own 
copy of “Slow Dancing with the Stars.”
N: As your senior, I am humbled beyond words to have addressed you through our school’s first 
E-magazine. My book holds the story of a young girl, much like all of you. I hope it will teach you 
the importance of supporting one other during periods of grief, and I hope it brings you comfort 
and reminds you of hope and peace, in a world where chaos breathes in every corner. 
You can find ‘Slow Dancing with the Stars’ at the Jam Fruit Tree Book Shop based in Colombo 03, 
and you can also get it through me by contacting me on social media, such as Instagram (najaha.
nauf ) and Facebook (Najaha Nauf ). 

As Najaha mentioned, local writers’ works are very much a niche in Sri Lanka, so we encourage 
the readers of this magazine to support Sri Lankan writers as much as you support your favourite 
established international authors. 
We’d like to extend our utmost gratitude to Najaha Nauf for sharing her experiences and 
knowledge with us, and taking the time to answer our questions with thoughtfulness and wisdom.  
We hope that Najaha’s words and experiences inspire up and coming writers within our school to 
step up to challenges and stay firm in their goals. 
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To the girl standing at the edge of the school ground,  
You are five, wearing your hair in an upright ponytail- coined a ‘coconut tree’ for girls your age. 
You hold back a sniffle, because the morning air is cold against your skin, and maybe, because 
this is a new beginning. There are poles on either end of the ground, orange sand brushing your 
pristine white shoes. You kick a pebble to the side before walking away, towards your class on 
your first day.  
You are eight, tugging the sides of your scarf down by a notch, hoping no one sees your hands 
tremble. The ground is no longer orange and strangely enough, the morning air is no longer as 
cold. You eye the kottamba tree standing in the side, large and all-embracing before looking over 
at a friend. The two of you smile before walking away, into the hall on children’s day. 
You are twelve, buttoning the front of your blazer in the back of a large hall. The mirror holds 
the reflection of a girl with a taut smile and bright eyes. You take a look at your peers before you 
offer them each a smile. You read through the list of names and walk towards the stage. Standing 
at the podium, you take in the sight of a familiar crowd. The sound of your voice reverberates 
through the daunting space and you offer the crowd one last smile before walking away, behind 
the curtains on prize day.  
You are sixteen, holding a stack of cricket equipment, dodging stray tennis balls as you make 
your way to your team. The sound of laughter interlaces with the sound of cricket bats blistering 
the wind and your teammates smile as you fumble with your bat. Your friend sits on the 
sidelines, cracking jokes about a doughnut and you laugh to the sound of someone scoring a six. 
You don’t know much about cricket but you know that this is a moment worth remembering. 
You keep this memory tucked in the palm of your hands before walking away, into the school on 
exam day. 
You are eighteen, standing at the edge of the netball court, watching your friends play ‘run and 
catchers’ with the glee of half-fledged birds taking their first flight. Another group of friends 
are crouched on the side, singing about the colours of the wind. Every corner of the ground 
holds a memory brighter than the last. Your eyes travel to the kottamba tree on the other side, 
weathered and humbled by a decade or so of growth. Your friends nudge you from the side and 
you run to the center circle while someone yells the time. The last bell rings as you sit on the 
coal-embedded ground and gaze up at the sky. You think of home, stick a post-it on the wall 
before walking away, out of school on your last day. 
From the girl who walked away.  

- Najaha Nauf, Batch of 2019. 

A  l e t ter  to  you
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The BSc Accounting and Finance degree from the University of West England Bristol is a professionally oriented qualification which is consisitently
ranked highly in the major UK league tables. 

Designed to help gain the skills, knowledge and confidence to operate efficiently in today's fast paced
world of multinatinational companies and global financial markets, this practical, future focused
qualification gives the financial and business skills needed to build a successful career in accounting.

In addition it offers significant exemptions from global chartered accounting professional examinations
such as ACCA and CIMA that comprise of exemptions of nine papers from ACCA and eight papers from CIMA. 

Added to this benefit, the Bristol institute is also offering a special discount of 250,000 from the initial fee of the degree, with the aim of opening
a window of opportunity for local students to pursue this renowned internal accounting degree. Chief Operating Officer of Bristol Institute M.J.M.
Dilshad slated, “these exemptions are a seal of approval for the quality of our degree and offers students the opportunity to save time and money
on the road to becoming a qualified accountant and helps them stand out from the crowd with a degree that is globally recognised and endorsed
by employers worldwide.”

He further explained that the degree curriculum
is designed to give students a solid technical skill
set across key areas such as information systems,
corporate finance, auditing and assurance, financial
reporting and data analysis and to apply accounting
practices and make strategic decisions about an
organisation’s financial and non-financial situation,
fundamentally driving success and developing
insights to help organisations effectively allocate
resources and make better business decisions.

Upholding the stringent quality standards of UWE
Bristol, the institute is also backed by a distinguished
faculty of lecturers consisting PhD Holders,
researchers, highly experienced professionals and
industry experts, who provide an intensive teaching
and rich learning environment for the graduates.

Ceaselessly striving for excellence and with their
dynamic leadership team, appropriate resources
and incentives, a modern and suitable educational
infrastructure in place, along with guaranteed
intemships at leading blue chip companies, has
ensured that Bristol institute today is well placed
as a leading educator to nurture the future finance
talent in the country.

Offering easy payment schemes through reputed
banks with which the institute has strong
relationships and agreements, the next intake for
the BSc Accounting and Finance degree from the
University of West England Bristol will commence in
January 2021, with registrations currently open for
the same.
Further details can be obtained by
logging on to www.bristolinstitute.edu.lk 07, Walukarama Road, Colombo 03. www.bristolinstitute.edu.lkinfo@bristolinstitute.edu.lk

0777 90 77 55 | 0772 64 64 69
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2 0 2 0Rewind
This year has been a wild ride, and a lot of us coped with the journey 2020 took us on in very 
similar ways. To a large scale, the whole year was really a shared experience, no matter where in 
the world you were from, as distance was closed by the wonders of technology, and we all got 
through the year together. This segment serves as a rewind; a trip down the memory lane of the 
not-so-distant past as we look at the moments in the year that defined our shared experiences as 
a generation in lockdown, paired with the phases of our time in quarantine. 

• WORLD WAR 3
The beginning of 2020 was weirdly reflective of what the rest of the year was going to be like, 
don’t you think? Everyone thought WW 3 was coming, and everyone was talking about how 
hopeless Gen Z would be at war. 

And here’s where things get exciting.
PHASE 1 : An Unexpected Holiday!
• Lockdown
No explanation required; the first phase of lockdown, when all of us reassured each other with 
exclamations of “two, three months and it’ll be over!”. That didn’t work out too well.

• Zoom
The Zoom resurgence, when all of us felt compelled to organise video meet ups with our friends 
every three business days, until we realised WhatsApp groups did their jobs pretty well.

• Online Ludo and Uno
We went back to our roots for a lack of alternatives; board games made a comeback, except this 
time it was on a virtual platform. At the very least, it spared us the glares of hatred directed 
from the receiver of a Plus 4 or someone who was captured by an opponent just before their Ludo 
piece reached home.

• Dalgona Coffee
It didn’t matter if you didn’t drink coffee; when the Internet told us about whipped coffee, we 
were ON BOARD. Who makes whipped coffee for the actual coffee? As long as we get a good video 
or picture for validation from the Internet, we’re all set!
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• Exams cancelled
With the whole whirlwind of COVID taking over the planet, it was almost easy to forget about other 
life altering events, like exams, when you had other everyday worries like not being 
able to go on a walk without being afraid you’ll get arrested, or worse: get COVID. Key word
 from this whole scenario being: Almost.
The international exam authorities, fortunately, understood that this chaotic turn of events which 
didn’t seem like it was going to magically disappear anytime soon, and much to the joy (or despair) 
of students all around the world, and cancelled the May/June exam series.
Following this unexpected turn of events, students having to do online examinations were given a 
free pass as the exams got cancelled, which we can all agree was 2020’s way of giving us a miracle 
before things got worse. (or did it get better? Perhaps, it was all meant to be an illusion)

• Cooking and Baking
Being stuck at home, made all of us explore new hobbies. The most prevalent of them all? We got 
creative in our kitchens. Those of us who didn’t explore our potential in the culinary arts were duly 
informed by the people around us that our cousins were baking for their families every week, and 
we weren’t.

PHASE 2 : ..We’re still here?
• Online Shopping 
Not being able to leave the house to visit our favourite stores or restaurants didn’t stop us from 
splurging. The availability of everything we could ever dream of at our fingertips lead to increased 
spending on things we might not have really needed. We’re looking at you, UberEats.

• Everything is cake??
One viral video from the page Tasty in which seemingly material things were cut into and revealed 
as cake led to the emergence of distrust, as “Is this real or is it cake?” became the month’s burning 
question.

• Applause at 6pm 
The Clap for Carers; people all over the world emerged forth from their bedrooms to their balconies 
and gave healthcare workers a round of applause for their incredible service and for working 
tirelessly to keep us and our loved ones safe.

• Hairdressing 
With hairdressers closed, we turned to the greatest teacher of them all; YouTube. While some of us 
emerged victorious with haircuts that seemed half decent, the rest of us were reassured by the fact 
that we wouldn’t be leaving the house for a good 6 months to come, and we had plenty of time to 
recover from our defeat before people saw our hair again.
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• Black Lives Matter
With police brutality robbing innocent black people of their lives, the world banded together to 
spread awareness of the blatant racism and injustice faced by these communities. 
The fight isn’t over; use resources available on the Internet to your advantage, educate yourself 
and don’t let the movement seem like a trend. It is much more.

 
• Online School
The era of exploration and hobbies couldn’t last forever; school resumed on virtual platforms, and 
we returned to our lessons and routines. Adapting to the new normal didn’t come without its fair 
share of mishaps, and as always, our generation coped with our universally shared experience the 
way we know best; memes.
 
PHASE 3 : False promises.
School reopened! Cases were falling, and there was a glimmer of hope.
 
PHASE 4: That didn’t last long.
• Trump lost
Yeah.. That happened.
• Trump refused to accept that he lost.
Yeah… That also happened.

• Among Us
The gaming world was on the rise this year; gaming becoming a popular pastime for people 
with too much time on their hands. In the world of Valorant and Call of Duty, one game reigned 
supreme; Among Us was a game anyone could pick up, and connect with a good number of friends 
whose company you missed in person. The solution? Play a game on a virtual platform that would 
allow you to eliminate them or banish them to the vastness of space. 

And then comes 2021; they say new years are for new beginnings, but Phase 4 might not be over 
just yet. We do know one thing; it’s in our hands to make the best out of our own situations. Use 

this year as a springboard to live your best life in 2021 and don’t let the weights of less than ideal 
situations drag you down.

You’ve got this.
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Adv i c e  column
Welcome to our advice column. If you expected actual advice, we’d like to apologise in advance. 
As we stated when collecting your first world problems, our advisors are more humorous than 
helpful. You have been warned. Here are our responses to your issues, collected through our 
Instagram account ( @iigs.official ). Happy reading!

Dear carb-eater,
The answer is simple, go to bed early so 

you’re not tempted to eat carbs at night. Or 
you can do the opposite, eat to your heart’s 

content. Happy tummy, happy life!

Dear Instagrammer,
Mmh… good question, I’ve been looking for a solution 
myself. Through trial and error, I concluded that 
switching your phone off and leaving it somewhere 
far away from where you are helps, because you’re not 
gonna get any notifications if your phone is switched 
off, and I’m too lazy to go all the way down to the 
kitchen to get my phone out of the fridge even if I need 
it. Also, CLOSE THE INSTAGRAM TAB ON YOUR BROWSER!

Dear Gen Z,
Life does not revolve around Wi-Fi although you may think it does. There’s 

this mesmerizing compilation of pages that have text on it, which is called 
‘books’, perhaps you’ve heard of it from your older siblings or parents. Try 

opening one, time seems to run away when you’re absorbed into its magic.

Dear Generous soul,
Who said you must

share everything with your siblings?

Dear Human,
Easy, seen zone them
before they can seen zone you.
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Dear Vegan enthusiast,
I have a question for you; what do you even eat if you don’t like fruits, 

vegetables, or meat? Rice and bread with a side of nothing?  And if you’re 
going vegan, you only need to stay away from meat and dairy, that leaves 

fruits, vegetables, and grains, but you don’t like fruits and vegetables so 
that leaves you with only grains. I prescribe cereal with soy milk for all 

three meals; hope you enjoy! On a serious note, please don’t do this; I don’t 
want to be responsible for any side effects from following this diet. 

Dear Circus master,
Count me in! I’ll be the clown to your circus. Let me 
know your email address, so I can mail my clown 
resume to you. As for you, I’d recommend the trapeze. I 
heard that’s IN these days.

Note : Take all our advice with a grain of salt.

Dear Maknae,
I feel your pain even though I’m not the youngest in my 
family. I guess the saying ‘The grass is greener on the other 
side is true’; someone else’s food always looks yummier than 
yours. The only thing I can say to you is, steal their food and 
when they find out that their food is missing, pretend you 
didn’t do it. 

Reminders
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a  y e ar  i n  memes
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s tre s s
Whether you are pulling an all-nighter to cram your head with an entire textbook worth of 
information or trying to calm your frazzled nerves before you step onto a stage, you have probably 
felt yourself overwhelmed with stress. 
There are times when stress can prove to benefit you. For instance, by forcing you to face the 
impending deadline that you were subtly averting. But, quite often, it negatively affects our 
mental health and threatens to disturb our sense of inner peace if we are unable to cope with it 
well. 
However, there is hope – and an abundance of it. It does not take much for you to learn how 
to sidestep the traps stress may lay on your path whilst dealing with a workload. If you truly 
understand what stress really is and what stimulates this dreadful mindset, you can learn to battle 
this feeling. 
 
So, what really is stress? 
Stress can be defined as the degree to which you feel overwhelmed or unable to cope as a result of 
unmanageable pressures.  In simpler terms, it is our body’s response to pressures from a situation 
or life event.  
 
What triggers stress? 
Contributors to stress can vary hugely from person to person and differs according to our 
social and economic circumstances, the environment we live in and our genetic makeup.  Some 
common features of things that can make us feel stressed include experiencing something new or 
unexpected, something that threatens your feeling of self-confidence, or any situation that makes 
you feel like you have little control over. 
Quite often, looking at your packed calendar in itself can make you feel overwhelmed. But like we 
have said before, not all hope is lost. We have got some tried, tested and effective tips to help you 
overcome the dreadful feeling of stress. 
Tips for stress management 
First, eat healthy. To power through our stressful tasks, we need to have sufficient energy. You can 
protect your wellbeing by ensuring that your diet provides adequate amounts of brain nutrients 
such as essential vitamins and minerals, as well as water. Make sure you do not skip any! Passing 
out or ending up with gastritis will only make things worse and can put you in a bad mood, which 
can actually increase your stress.  

Next, exercise! This is one of the easiest things to do, yet many people fail to realise the various 
benefits of physical exercise. Even just going out and getting some fresh air, and taking some light 
physical exercise, like going for a walk, can really help. Try and integrate physical exercise into 
your lifestyle. A little bit of physical fitness can go a long way and relax your body and mind. 
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Freaking out before a test or an interview? To stop and take a few deep 
breaths can take the pressure off you right away. You will be surprised at
how much better you feel once you get good at it. Just follow these 5 steps: 
1. Sit in a comfortable position with your hands in your lap and your feet on the floor. 
Or you can lie down. 
2. Close your eyes. 
3. Imagine yourself in a relaxing place. It can be on the beach, in a beautiful field of grass, or 
anywhere that gives you a peaceful feeling. 
4. Slowly take deep breaths in and out. 
5. Do this for 5 to 10 minutes at a time.  

 Modern life is so busy, and sometimes we just need to slow down and chill out. Taking some time 
off, relaxing and constantly reassuring yourself that you are going to be okay will really help you 
focus more and reduce stress to a great extent. Strike a balance between responsibility to others 
and responsibility to yourself. Break down big jobs into smaller ones. That way, it will feel less of a 
burden. Remember, you are not obliged to do what stresses you out.  

Tell yourself that it is okay to take a break sometimes. You need to plan on some real downtime 
to give your mind time off from stress. You need to set aside time for things you enjoy. Try to do 
something every day that makes you feel good, and it will help relieve your stress. It does not have 
to be a ton of time – even 15 to 20 minutes will do. Reading, playing a game, painting are some of 
the things you can do to relieve stress. 

Getting in touch with your creative side may have been easy for you during childhood, but if you 
have lost touch with your penchant for artwork, it is not too late to pick it up again. If you are not 
into drawing or painting, consider colouring in a colouring book. Colouring can be a great stress 
reliever.  

Did you know that lack of sleep can also add to your stress level? Well, it can cause a cycle of stress 
and sleeplessness, impacting your health severely. In general, your room should be dark, quiet, 
and cool. All in all, your bed should be comfortable to ensure you have a good night’s rest.  
 
Spend time with a friend or family member who will listen to you. It is a natural way to calm you 
and lower your stress. When you connect with people in person, your body releases a hormone 
that stops your fight-or-flight response. You relax. 

Reminders
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Make sure you get a nice comforting hug too. Because when you hug someone, 
oxytocin (also known as the “cuddle hormone”) is released. Oxytocin is associated with 
higher levels of happiness and lower levels of stress. It also causes a reduction in blood pressure, 
thus producing a sense of relaxation.  
So, do not be afraid to ask a loved one for a hug if you need it. It is good for both of you and it 
can be one of the simplest forms of stress relief available.  
 
Nothing affects your stress levels like the voice inside your head. The good news is you are 
in control. You can exchange negative thoughts for positive ones. There are many benefits to 
positive self-talk. This includes a longer life, lower levels of depression, greater resistance to the 
common cold and cardiovascular disease, and better coping skills for when hard times hit.  
 
Accept that you cannot do things perfectly no matter how hard you try. You cannot control 
everything in your life. So, do not forget to keep your sense of humour up. Laughter goes a long 
way towards making you feel relaxed. When you laugh, you take in more oxygen. Your heart, 
lungs, and muscles get a boost, and your body releases those feel-good hormones. Laughter also 
improves your immune system, lessens pain, and improves your mood for long periods of time.  
 
Figure out what are the biggest causes of stress in your life. If you are able to identify what they 
are, see if you are able to eliminate them from your life, or at least reduce them. 
When you are focused on the here-and-now, you will not be able to ruminate about something 
that already happened, and you cannot worry about something in the future.

“Mindfulness is the basic human ability to be fully present, aware of where we are and what 
we are doing, and not overly reactive or be overwhelmed by what’s going on around us”. 
Mindfulness can be cultivated through a number of ways, such as meditation or short pauses 
in life. Meditation and mindfulness can make a big difference in your overall stress level, so 
practising them frequently can help ease stress in drastic ways.
You can pray and strengthen your connection with God. Prayer helps bring in peace in our hearts. 
 However, there is not a one-size-fits-all option when it comes to stress relief. What works for 
one person might not work for another. And what works for you at home might not be an option 
when you are at work or in the community. So, it is important to have a variety of stress relief 
tools at your disposal. Then, you will be able to pick a strategy that works best for your current 
circumstances.  So, feel free to experiment and explore the various ways that you can get rid of 
stress as soon as you can! 
Do not let stress drain you. Use it for the better and let it get the best out of you! ;) 

Reminders
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We opened the floor to our audience, and asked YOU what you would like to see us address in 
terms of wellbeing and selfcare, and the responses came flooding in. We chose the most highly 
demanded of the requested topics to address. 

It came as no surprise to us when we found out a vast majority of you struggle with staying 
focused during online classes. 
Online classes make it a lot easier for most of us to stray away from the ideals we're to keep in 
mind . Constant WhatsApp chats, munching on what must be your third breakfast for the day – 
if you've checked yes to either one, then that makes you one of the many who do find it more 
difficult to stay focused for an online lesson than they would in real life. 
Distractions appear in many forms, consistently, and it's a matter of self-discipline, preparation 
and focus to combat these issues and sit for every class as the most effective version of yourself. 
We're sharing just a few of several tips to help you get started on what should be your path to 
e-greatness. 
First and foremost, in the dire case of everyone reading, put your phone away. If you're unable to 
do so, work with your Settings or download a blocking app for all those social media sites you have 
open but only use one anyway. Distractions are a limitless cause for unproductivity. 
Next, avoid your bed at all costs. Don't stay in bed with a blanket draped over your frame while 
your class is ongoing; this is a one-way guarantee that your mind is busy thinking about sleep, 
and not focusing on the math formula your teacher is trying to get through to your head. Attend 
lessons while staying away from the horrific pile of pillows. Instead, have a designated workspace. 
Minimise the unnecessary stationery items on your table and place a planner by your side instead, 
one that's got your long-term goals and daily plans listed out in addition to a much-needed study 
schedule. 
One of the most productive ways of making sure you're focused in class, in spite of all the excellent 
"my mic isn't working”-liners we've had over the course of the year, is participating in class 
discussions and being attentive to what is being said. Clear doubts, raise your hand, don't pretend 
your mic doesn't work; if it really doesn't, then go ahead and make use of the Chatbox feature on 
the side.
Take breaks. Exercising during your 15-minute breaks is important – stop breathing in Among Us  
and try working your muscles instead. Studying takes a lot of energy and requires constant change 
to be effective. Trust us. 
Try what we've listed out, and see how it goes. 

Self Help tips - Student Submissions
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Unrealistic Goals - Sky Diving without a Parachute.
Picture this: You are soaring. The world below you seems too pale in comparison to the infinity 
you are witnessing. You are skydiving and the whole world is unfolding itself in front of you, and 
then suddenly, you remember that you forgot your parachute. Now, all the opportunity below you 
suddenly seems to be a looming reminder of your inevitable doom. 

Sounds terrifying? Here’s the plot twist: you and your goals are the parachute. Life tends to be 
like one massive skydiving mission and you can choose to drift aimlessly, hoping for gravity to 
not swallow you whole, or you can spread your (metaphorical) wings with purpose, control and 
determination, all ready for a smooth landing. 

And how can you prepare this parachute? By making sure that you: 
1. Firstly, know where you are going and how you are going to get there
It’s not realistic to assume you can fly, so aim to accomplish things you know you can get done. 
You may not have wings, but you do have a functioning mind that’s ready to take you to the places 
your legs cannot go. Knowing the extent of your limits and abilities is key to setting realistic 
goals. 
Instead of saying, ”I’ll finish studying the entire biology textbook tomorrow”, try saying ”I can 
split up the chapters in my biology textbook and study four chapters each day so I’ll be ready for 
my exams in a week.” 
Take into account your time restrictions, your own capacity for work and endurance. Be honest 
with yourself about what you can or cannot accomplish with your day. 
When coming up with to do lists or agendas, start with your top three priorities for the day/week 
and then move upwards. This ensures that you accomplish at least 3 of your tasks and serves as an 
additional incentive to keep going. 

2. Occasionally, your parachute may hit a snag.
 Sometimes your carefully-laid plans may not work out. Whether it’s a global pandemic that 
changes the way you learn, grow and socialise, or an unexpected rainstorm ruining your picnic by 
the beach, hitting snags on your parachute is sometimes inevitable. 
That’s why it’s all the more important to make your goals versatile, interchangeable and doable at 
any time, anywhere. 
Couldn’t follow through with your study schedule on Thursday because you had an emergency ice-
cream party? Well, thanks to your foresight, if you shuffle a few things around Friday’s schedule, 
you can catch up with Thursday’s revision and not fall behind. 
It’s unpredictable but inevitable. And preparing for the inevitable is always a good idea. 

“How do I achieve certain goals?”
This question was a common one.
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3. Crash landing wasn’t your initial plan. But at least you survived! 
Sometimes, your goals may not have the end result you were dreaming of. For example; your 
dream of becoming an Olympic athlete may have fizzled slightly after losing your first ten races. 
And the ten after that. And the ten after…well, you get the point. 
After a while, it becomes necessary to shift your focus. Instead of fixating on what you haven’t 
accomplished, look back at what you have managed to do and centre your future goals on 
strengthening your blind spots and making your strengths superpowers. 
For example: If mathematics occasionally causes you multitudes of distress, then it’s time to 
narrow down on those weaknesses and tackle them. Break down those algebraic equations and 
theorems until you can solve those problems inside out. Start small and eventually work your way 
upwards. You might even surprise yourself! 
With all this in mind, it’s time to throw caution to the wind and jump. Your parachute is ready, and 
just in case it doesn’t open up, well, it’s a good thing you already have a backup plan.

When we first started accepting open submissions, we definitely saw this one coming. Being 
productive and avoiding procrastination is something a lot of us struggle with.
If you are reading this with the mindset that by the end of this article, you are going to attain 
superpowers to overcome procrastination, then I would politely ask you to stop. There is no 
magical sledgehammer that can break down this wall that is thwarting your efforts to stay 
productive. Avoiding procrastination takes hard work and willpower; if you are not willing to put 
in the effort to stay productive, then you are not going to see any results. That is the cold hard 
truth.
Take a moment to yourself and think about why you procrastinate. Take out a piece of paper and 
write down your goals on one side and then, write down the things that distract you on the other. 
You cannot see both sides of the paper at the same time, can you? If you are looking at your goals, 
you cannot see your distractions and vice-versa. That is how it works in life too. If your focus is 
disrupted by distractions, you are not going to be able to achieve your goals. Now, in real life, it is 
definitely not as simple as flipping a mere piece of paper, but I hope this article will be the map to 
your journey on becoming productive. 
First, you need to get into a positive mindset about your past procrastination. There is no use in 
dwelling in the past. Rather, focus on the present so you can improve your future. Here is list of 
tips on how to stop procrastinating and be the most productive version of yourself. Do remember 
that it takes time to attain the level of productivity you wish to gain, so don’t feel discouraged by 
slow progress. 
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Have a to-do list. I don’t know about you, but I find satisfaction in crossing out tasks on my to-do 
list once I complete them; it’s something that cannot be matched by anything else. You can write 
anything in your to-do list; it doesn’t necessarily have to be related to school or work. Trimming 
your nails can be task, and writing your essay is also a task – this is where prioritising comes into 
play. Tackle the most taxing and important tasks when you have the energy to do so and reward 
yourself every time you complete a task on your to-do list.
Big projects can be vague and daunting. This can lead to procrastination. Try breaking down big 
tasks into smaller, more specific tasks that can be easy to tackle and maintain a to-do list. Every 
time you cross out a completed task, you are one step closer to achieving your end goal. 

The use of a tactic called ‘implementation intentions’ is a powerful way to stop procrastinating. 
Associate things you do every day with things you want to do. Implementation intentions are an 
effective way to stop procrastinating because pairing the action you want to do with something 
you do every day makes you less dependent on your willpower and discipline. 

Your environment has an impact on your productivity. When you repeatedly do tasks such as 
studying or doing homework in a specific place, your brain starts associating that place with doing 
work; therefore, your brain naturally slips into work-mode. If you are someone who studies in bed, 
then it is time to change this habit. Your brain is used to your bed being a place of rest; thus, your 
level of productivity is likely to be low. Start working at your desk. It may be hard in the beginning 
but once it becomes a habit, I am sure you will be using your time more effectively. Try to keep 
your workspace as organised as possible. This will reduce the number of distractions and help you 
focus better on your work. 

Take frequent but short breaks. Your mind is not capable of focusing for long periods of time, and 
if you continue doing a task for an extended period of time, you’re going to be less productive. The 
Pomodoro method is a great way to take breaks and stay productive. The ‘Forest’ app can also be 
very useful for timing yourself and avoiding distractions. 
Do not multitask. It may seem impressive, and you may think you are being productive, but you 
are not. Instead, try to focus on one project at a time, complete it and then move on to the next. 
You will get work done at a faster pace and make fewer mistakes. Do not fall for the illusion of 
multitasking. 

I hope these tips can guide you, and help you become a more productive person. I hope that 
you are feeling motivated to revamp your behavior and make more progress on your journey to 
overcome procrastination and become productive. Lastly, be gentle with yourself. You are forming 
new habits and that takes time and effort. 

Reminders
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depre s s i on  - 
S t i gma ,  S e l f - D i agno s i s 

and  rela t i on sh i p  to 

f a i th .
It’s 2020, but the stigma surrounding mental illness still exists. What’s your take on depression? 
For some, it may look like a melodramatic portrayal of a mental illness, while a few of you might 
know what it is due to a myriad of reasons.
Depression is commonly misconstrued and stigmatized.
The stigma can be perilous to a person suffering from this condition. In the presence of effective 
treatments, less than 50 percent of those living with depression globally seek professional help. 
Speaking about both public and self-stigma, the three components: stereotypes, prejudice and 
discrimination go hand in hand. 
There are many people who recall on stereotypes and say it’s not valid, but people who are 
prejudiced endorse these stereotypes and may even sometimes hurt the mentally ill person by 
saying, “That’s alright, all people who are mentally ill are violent, “ or “All depressed people scare 
me, “ these kind of responses may bring up fear, anger and violence from the ill person. Certain 
prejudice that yields anger, can even lead to hostile behavior. 
Behaviours of this type result in rejecting the mentally ill people as employees for a handful of 
companies. The fear of rejection by others lead many mentally ill people to stray away from the 
pursuit of life opportunities for themselves. This in turn results in self-discrimination. 
The negative stigma causes people to feel embarrassed in confessing the way they’re feeling; 
thereby, forcing them to isolate themselves in the fear of being disparagingly labelled  as 
something like a “basket case.”
Media portrayals of depression are not always so accurate. At most instances, media just 
exacerbates and fails to delineate its reality. Not everything you see can be related to a person’s 
psyche. A major thing to consider is that depression presents so differently in different kinds of 
people; thus, making it almost impossible to depict every type.
If you believe that depression is just the mentality of a person, there’s nothing that can broaden 
your mind frame. Depression isn’t something that’s shopped, and it’s not a choice. You are 
compelled to live with it as long as you seek professional help, as there’s no instant remedy to fix 
it.
Some who suffer from depression attempt to alleviate their symptoms by self-medication. They 
may turn to alcohol, drugs or other sinful acts to help them cope with their emotions. At most 
junctures, these fast fix attempts may lead to self-destruction.
This isn’t just a self-report; it’s the harsh reality that is shunned by society.
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Just like how J.K.Rowling beautifully mentions, “Depression is the most unpleasant thing I have 
ever experienced. It is that absence of being able to envisage that you will ever be cheerful again. 
The absence of hope. That very deadened feeling, which is so different from feeling sad. Sad hurts, 
but it is a healthy feeling. It’s a necessary thing to feel. Depression is very different”. Depression 
isn’t something that should be looked down upon, it’s a feeling that one cannot stop.
As an evolving society, we have a moral imperative to destigmatize this and make every individual 
feel safe to express their sentiments. It is high time to bring about a change in this regard.

How can you self-diagnose depression?
Humans, especially those in the modern times, have always been obsessed with understanding 
themselves better. It is this thirst for self-exploration that guides sciences like psychology, 
biology, and anthropology. It’s common to hear someone casually calling himself manic or OCD 
or antisocial. Thanks to the internet and the limited amount of time, most people get to spend 
actually discussing health issues with their doctors; people take it upon themselves to get online 
and fill in the blanks. After minutes or hours of browsing, they confidently label themselves as this 
or diagnose themselves as that.
If you are concerned that you may be experiencing the symptoms of Borderline Personality 
Disorder (BPD), you may be tempted to conduct a self-diagnosis. Young adults are extremely savvy 
with the internet – all it takes is a click of a mouse button, and virtually all the information you 
can find out about a disorder is at your fingertips. You scan through the list of symptoms, take 
an online screening test, or read a few personal testimonies. Suddenly, you’re convinced that you 
have this disorder.
BE WARNED, SELF-DIAGNOSING BPD CAN BE EXTREMELY DANGEROUS.
Jumping on the internet to get a recipe or find help answering a complex math question can 
usually lead you in the direction you want to go. Unfortunately, mental health is not that 
straightforward. Most mental health disorders – BPD included – are distinctly intricate. Many 
patterns of symptomatology overlap. For example, people frequently rush to categorize severe 
mood swings as Bipolar Disorder; however, depending on the severity of the mood swings, 
the direction of the mood change, and the length of time of each episode, these changes can 
potentially reflect Major Depressive Disorder or BPD as well.
BPD self-diagnosis is the equivalent of pretending to be a trained mental health clinician. Because 
that is what is truly required to decipher the subtleties of mental illnesses – a psychiatrist, 
psychologist, or licensed therapist.
Self-diagnosis leads by the assumption that an individual is only suffering from one distinct 
disorder when it is entirely possible that two disorders are affecting you at once, a concept known 
as comorbidity. Furthermore, using the internet to diagnose a serious condition, eliminates 
the potential for a thorough examination by a doctor or other health professional to rule-out a 
medical condition. Health functions along a gradation. A biological disease can produce mental 
health symptoms, while some mental illnesses generate somatic symptoms, too. Therefore, taking 
over-the-counter medications or natural remedies to cure a mental illness may only worsen the 
underlying medical condition.
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An experienced mental health professional will conduct a thorough review 
of your reported symptoms and inspect your medical history for help gleaning
 information about what may be bothering you. It is best to trust this assessment 
rather than relying on a cursory internet search. Read if you must, but share your concerns 
with a professional before taking action or cementing a diagnose for yourself.

The Islamic perspective of Depression
Have you heard people say “We are Muslims. How can we ever get depressed? Only people who are 
far away from Allah can get depressed”? 
What do you think is misconceived here?
Well, to make this elementary, there’s a major fact to comprehend. Depression isn’t innately 
spiritual nor does it spring from simply having too much or too little of certain brain chemicals.  
The most possible causes of depression branch out to genetic vulnerability, stressful life events and 
medical problems. These forces interact to bring on depression so you cannot solely direct it to a 
lack of faith or weak Iman.
Depression is a psychological disorder. Depression may seem like a trivial, bogus health condition 
that’s limned by spurious symptoms, but that’s not true. 
Depression is a real illness with real symptoms, and it’s not a sign of weakness or something you 
can “snap out of ” by “pulling yourself together”.  It’s not constricted to a perpetual feeling of 
woe and hopelessness. It is broader than what mere words can express. The physical effects of 
depression diversify to constantly feeling tired, being an insomniac, having no appetite or sex drive, 
and complaining of various aches and pains.
Faith can be used as the light for your darkness, and that’s where you find yourself sheltered under 
the hood of belief.

In the process of getting better, here’s how to overcome depression when it becomes overwhelming 
and focusing on the Deen becomes a real challenge.
- When pessimism floods your life, look for a retreat. 
This doesn’t have to be grandiose way of putting up with life, rather austere and simple. 
When the world around you fails to understand you, take a power nap. Rejuvenate yourself. Listen 
to Surah Baqaraah. Take Wudu. Pray and express yourself with tears and surrender to your lord.  
Do things that’ll comfort you and obliterate your negative energy.
The escape-phenomenon is a great way to deal with depression. Harmless and accomplishable. 
Ignore what the others have to say about your coping strategies, no one knows what it takes to be 
you. 

Gradually, you’ll feel optimistic because you are stronger than depression!

- Contemplate. 
Think about your situation. Do you really want to stay in this pit forever? Now, you have two 
choices. You could either fall further down the dark hole away from Allah completely losing 
yourself, or you could get a ladder to climb out of the pit, towards Allah. What’s your choice?
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I hope you chose the right option. Assuming that you are on the right track, allow your mind to 
reason with your heart. The remaining particles of fear of Allah in your heart will slowly prepare you 
to change, and this will put an end to your cycle of depression.

- Isolate yourself everyday for a few minutes (at least) to THINK. Cognate this as “Tafakkur and 
Tadabbur time”. 
The biggest proof of its importance is the example of Prophet Muhammad S.A.W  visiting Cave Hira 
to think.
What’s stopping you? Don’t procrastinate this.
 
- Replace pessimism with optimism
 For example, replace the thought ” I am a horrible Muslim because I have sinned” with, ” I am 
noticing that I feel low because of sinning. But at least I am feeling bad about it, and my heart 
(conscience) is not sealed. I will use this feeling to apologize to Allah and not repeat the sin.”

- Daily Positive Affirmations
This is all about effortlessly integrating positivity  into your daily life.  I believe that you are capable 
of doing this!
If you are still on the same page, remember battling with emotions is not easy. You didn’t flee from 
your battlefield   because you are a FIGHTER and that’s laudable.

“And for those who fear Allah, He always prepares a way out, and He 
provides for him from sources he never could imagine. And if anyone puts his 
trust in Allah, sufficient is Allah for him. For Allah will surely accomplish His 
purpose: verily, for all things has Allah appointed a due proportion.”(Quran, 
65: 2-3)

Reminders
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MicaThe 
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of

Makeup is a tool that enhances one’s best features. It has the power to make a new, make them radiate self-confidence and beauty.  
But, at what expense? Do we ever really give any thought to its origins? Widely used in makeup production, yet largely unheard-of, a 
particular ingredient calls for some deep reflection  It turns out that it is the incorporation of  Mica,   a mineral, that is responsible for 
that shimmer and allure that we all want. Mica is used in the production of an array of products such as paint, electronics, toothpaste, 
and of course, makeup.  
According to research findings in 2018, the global worth of the Mica industry was estimated to be a staggering....wait for it...500 
million USD! The primary sources of Mica utilised in the cosmetic industry were found to be from India, predominantly from the Bihar 
and Jharkhand regions.   
Researchers visited Jharkhand, and their eventual discovery rendered them speechless! Humanity had yet again let down, tens of 
thousands of these children working in the mica mines. An approximated 20,000 children, some as young as four-years-old, were being 
mercilessly subjected to child labor. The mining process involved ventures into deep tunnels under the Earth, collecting Mica, then 
separating them, one-by-one. The prolonged exposure to these unhealthy environments and the physically demanding nature of the 
labor put the children at a heavy risk of developing respiratory illnesses and many other long- term health issues. These tunnels are also 
quite deadly as there have been countless incidents where the Earth unceremoniously caved, trapping the children under, and washing 
darkness over their little lives.   
One unfortunate victim was a teenager, who had unfortunately been inside a tunnel when the Earth collapsed upon her with no 
warning. A boulder had trapped her and made death slow and excruciating. What’s even more disheartening is that a dozen or two lives 
are lost in this manner, every month.   
Makeup, as a whole, is child labor made to seem appealing and desirable while it is in fact an atrocity to children, who are stripped off 
of their right to live, to be free. They have been barred from their right to have an education while these children yearn to simply go to 
school, unlike many other children. Each day, they are forced into hours of labor, yet they live a hand-to-mouth existence with the the 
meagre payments they receive. To them, a day off would mean a day of starvation.  

If we don’t pick mica, how will we put food on the table?                 
 Pooja Bhurla, aged 11 states.  

Q- “If you didn’t have to mine, what would you be doing today?”   
A- “We would be hungry.” Yet another child simply states.  
And that’s not all. Once the mica is gathered, it is transported to second- party buyers, who sell it to consumers through unlawful 
means. Since there is no transparency in the supply chain, by the time the mica leaves the country, the traces of its origin disappear, 
just like the lives of the children.  
This violation of children’s rights continues to prevail even after the issue had been brought to light, mainly due to political corruption 
and commercial exploitation. Companies like  Lush Cosmetics   has created synthetic mica, which acts as a substitute for the real mica. 
However, it is in no way a solution for the issue of child labor.   
Neither is the boycott of products containing mica an antidote, since the victims depend on the mining labour’s income for their day-
to-day survival. Raising more awareness cannot bring back the lives of the lost, neither can our silence save the lives yet to be lost. 
Is this catastrophe only worth a twenty-four-hour media headline? How do we help these kids who desperately want to be heard? Is it 
truly acceptable, to look glowing while the lives of these children are plunged in darkness acceptable? The reality of this concern is truly 
one that is tragic, one that is buried deep along with those dreams, hopes, and prayers.
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The issue of 2020. The Corona Virus pandemic is of a scale most people alive today have never seen,lockdowns and 
curfews to control the spread of the virus have impacted on the way children learn, the way their families earn a living, 
and how safe they feel in their homes and communities.
With the current pandemic racing through each one of our lives we have all at some point been affected;however it is 
upon us to take wise decisions and utilise this time effectively whilst seeing it as an opportunity to work on productivity 
and self development. Do things that give you back the control of your own life. Dedicate time to activities that improve 
your mood. That can be a film, a good book or even a hobby you haven’t had time for before.
This crisis has taken its toll on humanity however it also provided a chance for generations to unite and perhaps has 
begun to shape our youth to think differently about their own individual roles and how we as humans can all contribute 
in our own way to find a solution to collective problems.
Being an individual all of us know how arduous it is to handle our emotions that can sometimes result in mental health 
problems to which we believe is totally normal at this tough phase of time therefore it is the duty of one another to 
practise generosity,love and care among themselves to ensure everyone’s safety both physically and mentally. Life is 
filled with uncertainty, especially at times like this. While many things remain outside your control, your mindset is key 
to coping with difficult circumstances and facing the unknown!
Like how we have progressed through many difficult challenges in the past we must hope and pray for this unfortunate 
time to go by quickly too. Encountering challenges is the best way to build up and mould oneself to prepare for any 
situation that life puts before them. When you can improve your ability to navigate through tough times, you not only 
live a happier life, but you also grow as person.

1. The most famous prison in the US  
3. Surname of the richest man in the world
4. Richest country in the world
5. World’s most expensive nation to live 
6. Who quoted the following at a UN General 
Assembly:  “No matter who you are, where you’re 
from, your skin color, gender identity: speak 
yourself.”
7. Country suffering the most from poverty
8. The least populated country in the world
10. Country with the highest number of tourists
11. Who is referred to as ‘Dr Death’?
16. Surname of the 44th president of the United 
States 
18. Where did the Sinai insurgency take place?

Down

2. Country with the lowest number of tourists
5. Where did the War in Darfur take place 
7. The fear of money 
8. President of the 75th session of the UN General Assembly 
9. The richest female in the world

12. Youngest climate activist in the world 
13. The most influential person in the world of all time 
14. Poorest country in the world 
15. Mother of all poverty 
17. The world’s fastest-shrinking economy

Across
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A human produces 
enough saliva 

throughout their life 
to fill 2 swimming 

pools.
Three, if there’s pizza 

involved.

Dinosaurs were 
unable to stick 

out their tongues! 
Now isn’t that 

cute?

            Turkmenistan 
has a crater that’s been on 

fire since 1971. Literally known 
as, “The Door To Hell”, it was created 
when a natural gas field collapsed. 

To date, it still burns 
viciously!       .

Rounding up the wackiest and most bizzare science facts, the Senior Science Society is about to 
blow your mind away with 8 mind boggling facts that is bound to rouse your inner geek!

Cats Know Physics. Why 
do we say that?It’s not a coincidence 

or a myth that cats always land on their 
feet. The way they actually do this is by 
using both sides of their body to speed 

themselves up and rotate the second they 
begin to fall, leaving plenty of time
                       for a smooth feet-first     

                                   landing.

Toothpicks kill 
as many people 

every year as 
sharks do. 
Talk about 

unbelievable.

If the ozone layers 
around earth were completely 

destroyed, it would take 
only 6 minutes in the sun 

for a human to be horribly 
sunburned due to exposure!

Gravity is by far the weakest force 
we know. Despite all the attention it gets and how 

important it is to us in our daily lives, gravity is actually the 
weakest of the universe’s four fundamental forces. While it is 

powerful enough to hold galaxies together, it is so weak that you 
overcome it everyday. Even though it sounds surprising, it makes 

sense when we remember our own ability to thwart gravity’s
 plans. Every time you pick up or catch an object using your 

                                         own strength, you’re defeating 
                                                        gravity.

At birth, a baby blue 
whale weighs as much 
as its mother’s tongue. 

That sounds a bit, 
over-whale-ming.

If 8 facts aren't enough to 
satisfy the geek in you, here are 
4 brain-teasing science riddles that 
are going to leave you baffled for some time!

 A light-year - Lead - The moon - Barium

What period of time weighs the least? What chemical element doesn’t like to follow? 

I have been around for millions of years but 
am only a month old. What am I ? What do you do with a dead chemist? 
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There was a lot of hidden creativity that emerged from the chaos of 2020, as individuals and 
entrepreneurs rose to the challenge of serving the world on a completely new level.  

 We’d like to think of these entrepreneurial changes as the Phoenix of 2020, the salvaging force 
of passion and innovation rising from the ashes, proving once again that regardless of the 

circumstances, we humans are truly a force to be reckoned with.  
 Single-mindedly profiting from human wants took a backseat as entrepreneurs experimented with 

eco-friendly products and provided people with what they truly needed during this time: hope. 
Whether that came in the form of new loungewear or a 10% profit donation to a charity, hope was 

supplied in spades by businesses, and that is the real triumph of 2020.  
 Depicted below is a visual representation of this hope and how businesses adapted and changed 

their products and services to cater towards both their work-from-home-employees and their 
more conscious clientele. 

From left to right: Working from home, Home Catering, Delivery Services, Social Media Marketing, 
Eco-Friendly Products, Self Care Apps, Online Shopping, Artificial Intellgence, Reusable Masks, 

Interior Design, Homemade Gifts, Lounge-wear Apparel

The  Commerce  Soc i et y  presents  a 

Moodboard
represent ing  the  most  prom inent  bus ines s 

trends  of  2 0 2 0 ! 
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j;auka iudcfha hdka;%sl ñksia ðú;h 

 

iudchla ksfhdackh lrk ck fldgilg úúOisß;a úß;a yeÕSï wdl,am 
úYajdihka ;sìh yelsh. th rglska rglg ld,fhka ld,hg fjkiaùïj,g ,la 

fõ. óg m%Odk fya;=j ñksidf.a ld,Ska iudc mßj¾;khhs. tla mrïmrdjlg 
tmsg w;S; iudch i,ld neÆ l,ays wmg oefkk m%Odk;u ,laIKh Tjqkaf.a 
w,afmaÉP ir, ðú;hhs. j;auka ñksid fuka Tyq ;dlaIKsl fyda hdka;%sl 

ðú;hla .;lf<a ke;. ir, ðú;h id¾:lj .; l< o j;auka ñksid úúO 

f,vfrda., bf,lafg%dksl wmøjH, li, .eg¿ jeks iudc m%Yakj,g uqyqK 

foñka oeä udkisl wd;;shlska Ôj;a fj;s.  

j;auka udch yd uq;=ka ñ;a;kaf.a mqoa., ,laIK i,ld ne¨ l,ays tluq;=nj 
iyfhda.S;djh yd iu.sh jeks Wiia ,laIK lemS fmkqKs. Tjqka mrïmrd 
lsysmhla tlg tla ù kEoElï /lf.k tlSh f,i mjq,a ixúOdkh lrf.k 
Ôj;ajQy, tlsfkld w;r iu.sh iudodkh /|S ;snqKs, tlsfkld w;r wdorh 
iu.sh wdÉÖ iShd wïud ;d;a;d uymamd ndmamd mqxÑ f,dl= wïud hk kE lï 
w;r ;snqKs, kuq;a j;auka mjq, idudðlhka y;rfofkl=f.ka iukaú;h, ta ;=< 

kElï fkdfõ. tlsfkldg fjkajQ f,dalj, Ôj;a fj;s cx.u ¥rl:k mß.Kl 

ta l=vd f,dj fj,df.k ;sfí. f.dõ;ek, ueá l¾udka;h, ëjr l¾udka;h jeks 
l¾udka;hkaf.ka YsIagdpdr.; jQ w;S; ñksid w;mqrd uqo,a Wmhkakg W;aiql 
jQfha ke;. kuq;a is; mqrd iekiSfuka Ôj;a jQy. wfma uq;=kañ;a;ka  iajNdj 

O¾uhg wdorh Nla;sh oelajQy.   

ðú;h .ek w¨;ska is;kakg wmg ld,h meñK ;sfí. fï hdka;%sl Ôú;fhka 
ñoS kejqu Ôjk w;aoelsï ,nd.kakg kï wmf.a wdl,am fjkia lr.; hq;= 
ld,h fuhhs . iajNdj O¾uh yd Ôj;aùug; ;u ñksia iuQyhg wdorh 

lsßug;a wm mqreÿ mqyqKq lr.; hq;=h.  

 

Yo*d *s¾ojqia  

iNdm;sksh  

isxy, idys;Hh ix.uh 
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நினைத்தால் முடியாதது ஒன்றும் இல்னை 

 

கதிரவன் தன் ப ொற்கதிர்களை பெல்ல வசீி உலகிற்கு ஒைிளை  ரப் ிக் பகொண்டிருக்ளகைில் 
கொளல ப ொழுது பெல்ல பெல்ல விடிைத்பதொடங்கிைது. அது ப ொல அவைது வொழ்க்ளகைில் 
அவளும் அவைது குடும் மும்  ட்ட கஷ்டங்களுக்கொன விடிைலும் அவர்களுக்கொக கொத்து 
பகொண்டிருந்தது.  இன்று  சமூக நலன்விரும் ிகைொல் அவளுக்கு வடீு ஒன்று அன் ைிப் ொக 
வழங்கவுள்ளது. 

 

வறுளெைினொல் தூக்கெின்றி தவித்தவள், இன்று எல்ளலைற்ற ெகிழ்ச்சிைினொல் ப ொழுது 
விடிவதற்க்கு முன்ப  தொன்  டுத்த  ொளை சுருட்டிக்பகொண்டு எழுந்தொள். தனது கூடொரத்திற்கு 
பவைிபை, அவைது தந்ளத தன் உடபலொடு ஒட்டிை வைிற்றுடன் என்றும் இல்லொதவொறு நிம்ெதி 
பெருமூச்சுடன் கைிற்றுக்கட்டிலில் உறங்கிக்பகொண்டிருப் ளத கண்டொள். அவளது 
இவ்பவற்றிக்கு கொரணெொன முைற்சிளை எண்ணி நிளனவளலகள் சுழன்றன. 

 

ஒரு குக்கிரொெத்தில் வொழும் அவைது குடும் ங்களில் அவளது குடும் மும் ஒன்றொக இருந்தது. 
கூலி வவலை பெய்யும் ஏளழ பதொழிலொைிைின் ஐந்து  ிள்ளைகைில் மூத்த ெகள் ஆவொள். ஒர் 
அளற பகொண்ட ஓளல குடிலெயிவை அவர்கள் ஏழு ப ரும் வொழ்ந்தொர்கள். தூங்கும் ப ொது 
புரண்டு கூட  டுக்க முடிைொெல் ஒபர  க்கத்தில் தூங்கியவொவே இரளவ கழிக்கும் ஒரு சிறிை 
கூடொரம். ெளழ கொலங்கைில் கூட நீர் ஒழுகிக் பகொண்டிருப் தொல் நிம்ெதிைொக உறங்கக்கூட 
முடிைொெல் ப ொகும். அது ெட்டுெின்றி  ல ப ொழுதுகளை உணவின்றி அழுபத கழித்தனர். 
 டித்தொபல தனது குடும் த்ளத நல்ல நிலளெக்கு பகொண்டு வர முடியும் என்று எண்ணினொள். 

 

அதற்கொக முழு மூச்சுடன் இரவு  கல்  ொரொது ஆர்வத்துடன்  டித்தொள். விஞ்ஞொனப்  ிரிவில் 
 டித்தொலும் பெலதிக வகுப்புகளுக்கு பசல்லொெல் தன் சுை முைற்சியுடன் கஷ்டப் ட்டுப் 
 டித்தொள்.  ளழை ெொணவர்கைிடெிருந்த புத்தகங்ளகளையும், விைக்கங்களையும் 
ப ற்றுக்பகொண்டொள். ஏபதனும் சந்பதகம் இருந்தொல் கூட ஆசிரிைரகளுளடை வடீு பதடி பசன்று 
அவர்கைிடம் சந்பதகங்களை தீர்த்து பகொள்வொள். அவர்களும் அவளுக்கு ஊக்கமும்  உற்சொகமும் 
வழங்கினொர்கள். 

 

அவைது குடும் த்ளத நல்ல நிளலக்கு பகொண்டு வர பவண்டும் என்ற குறிக்பகொளுடன் முைற்சி 
பசய்தொள். முைற்சி திருவிளனைொகும்! என்ே  ழப ொழிக்கு இணங்க சிரெப் ட்டுப் 
 ொடசொளலைின் நூற்றொண்டு  கொல வரலொற்றிபல  ருத்துவப்  ீடத்திற்கு பதரிவொன முதல் 
ெொணவிைொக சொதளனப் ளடத்தொள். அவைின் இச்சொதளனளை  ொரொட்டிை சமூக 
நலன்விரும் ிகள் அவளுக்கொக ஒரு சிறந்த வடீ்டிளன அளெத்துக் பகொடுத்தனர். அவள் அவைது 
முைற்சிளை ளக விடொது "நொன்  டித்து சிறந்த ளவத்திைரொகி சமூகத்திற்கு ஒரு 
எடுத்துக்கொட்டொக இருப்ப ன்" என்று உறுதி பெொழி பூண்டொள். 
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From: Your virus defender                                                                               
To: MissVIP@gmail.com 
Subject: Meat or mail? 
 
Spam is more common today than ever before. And if you are like most people, these and a host of other 
unwanted emails are bothersome. They take many forms. From unwanted newsletters, chain letters, 
questionable offers, to suspicious-looking information.                                                 

      
Spam mail was named after the canned meat!  
 This meat was described as, “horrible and being ubiquitous and inescapable”, in a Monty Python skit 
Sounds pretty accurate to the annoying junk mail we get!  
Did you know that of 306.4 billion emails sent and received each day, 12 million is spam to which they 
only get one reply. Is it even worth it at that point?  

                                    

 copyright@2020.All rights reserved. 

ALERT 
*If you receive mails from unauthorised  sources  which request you to continue by clicking on a link , 
it maybe spam or a virus that’s waiting to enter your computer. 
The most dangerous type of virus mail is the BOOT SECTOR VIRUS  . Once the code has been installed 
into the drive , the drive gets corrupted thereby infecting the computer on every start up , which 
continues to spread . 
 The infected computer suddenly becomes unstable and fails to find hard drives. It usually spreads 
through file attachments that are sent within a spam email. 
 However, you can defend your devices from cyber criminals by installing an anti-virus guard , spam 
control or content control.  
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oRGAN I SED  CHAOS 
For the longest time, I was looking for the perfect planner for myself, but I did not want to buy a 
yearly planner. I was afraid of not committing myself to it and I definitely did not want to waste my 
pocket money on something so uncertain. So, I spent my free time, scouring the internet for planner 
printables and much to my dismay, I found out that PDFs were not free.
 If you are someone like me who doesn’t want to use your precious pocket money on planners and are 
afraid of commitment, then we have got your back. We have designed a monthly planner printable, 
that you guys can try out. We encourage all of you to try using the planner for organising all the 
chaos in your head onto a piece of paper. We hope this enables you to manifest the most productive 
version of yourself. 
Our theme for this monthly versatile planner is abstract shapes and floral. We made sure to leave 
spaces that you can fill in, with respect to the date and month. It is totally up to you if you want to 
use this planner in January or February. On the cover page spread, you can fill in the little circle with 
your preferred month, add some doodles inside it too. No harm in being extra!
On the calendar spread, a little bit of blank space has been left for you to write in your month. Do not 
forget to add in the dates; the days have already been done for you. The monthly log spread serves 
the same purpose as the calendar spread, but there are always different ways to differentiate both. 
Your events could be written on the calendar. Perhaps things you’re grateful for can be noted down 
on the monthly log page. It is all up to you; be creative with it.
Next comes the mood and habit trackers – my favorite part of the whole planner, to be honest. The 
emotions for the mood tracker are inserted in circles, and the numbers on the rectangles represent 
the dates. Decide on codes for each emotion – it could be colors or even patterns – and then 
implement the code on the shape with the correct date. For the habit tracker, the habits may be 
written next to the jar. The jar can be filled with shapes, leaves or pastel marbles. Make sure you add 
the dates too.  
The brain dump is basically all the thoughts in your brain on paper. Just feel free to dump anything 
on that page; doodles, words, and shapes. This page helps remove all the mental chaos, so make use 
of it. 
Finally comes the weekly spreads. We have done all the work for you. Your job would be filling in the 
dates and days. We have left a lot of space on these spreads too, so feel free include your own version 

of the abstract shapes. 
This planner was created for you. Do not hold yourself back. Try it out and experience the magic of 
using planners and creating to do lists. 
Yours Sincerely, 
Team Organied Chaos
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https://1drv.ms/u/s!AuFiFRLZ2QQFaqIt4svMwClT3e0?e=C6Y7Ks

https://1drv.ms/u/s!AuFiFRLZ2QQFaqIt4svMwClT3e0?e=C6Y7Ks
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You certainly have a boring notebook that’s yearning for your attention, don’t you? Are you looking 
for a way to glam it up? If your answer is ‘yes’, I’m glad to say that you are on the right page! 
Once you’re done with your year-end reflection for the year that’s ending, it’s time to look forward to 
the year that’s about to start. What will you write for the next chapter of your life? It’s entirely up to 
you. Take the first step to make sure that it’s a  great chapter by setting New Year’s resolutions. These 
resolutions can be anything from achieving a fitness goal to learning a skill or just being thankful for 
little things in life. 
Now if this sounds like a plan, click on the link below. You can get hold of some templates to take the 
edge off your week.

resolut ion  n i che

https://photos.app.goo.gl/6mmh61vQXRwvwGQw7

Reminders
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and he gave you from all you 
asked of him. and if you should 
count the favour of allah, you 

could not enumerate them. 
indeed, mankind ismost unjust and ungrateful 

q u r a n  1 4 : 3 4
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